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This! project! would! not! have! been! possible! without! the! willing! participation! of! the!
coachees!who! took!part! in! the!outcome!study.! ! I! thank! them!for! their!openness! in!
sharing!their!experiences,!challenges!and!successes!and!the!enthusiasm!with!which!
they!approached!the!coaching.!I!wish!them!continued!success!and!that!they!flourish!










use! their! coaching! skills! to! keep!me!motivated! to! see! the!project! through!when! it!
seemed!like!it!was!a!neverXending.!
!






Lane! of! the! Professional! Development! Foundation! provided! the! right! amounts! of!












































































































































































































Glossary of Terms 
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duality! between! positivism! and! constructivism.! ! Critical! realism! posits! an! external!
world! that!exists! independent!of! our! identification!or!observation.! !There! is!also!a!
dimension!of!reality!that!is!socially!constructed.!
!
Domains:! In!a!CR!ontology! there!are! three!domains!of! realitye!empirical!domain!–!
















entity!or!structure.! ! In!the!case!of!coaching,!examples!of!events! include!change!in!
belief,! assumptions,! behaviours,! patterns! of! interacting,! or! decisions! and! specific!
actions.!
!











Realistic( Evaluation( (RE):! Based! on! the! work! of! Pawson! and! Tilley! (1997),! the!






























The! purpose! of! this! project! was! to! increase! coaching! effectiveness! in! complex!
assignments,! such! as! those! that! have! an! objective! of! increasing! an! executive’s!













coaching! interviews!with! the!coachee!and! their!manager,!and!coach!and!coachee!
session!notes!and!reflections.!!The!mechanisms!of!coaching!and!significant!context!









PAIR! framework! is! flexible!enough! to!meet!a! range!of!different!contexts,! including!
complex!executive!development!and!crossXcultural!coaching!assignments.!Different!
combinations!of!mechanisms!of!coaching!effectiveness!were!identified!in!each!of!the!
12! case! studies! assignments,! reinforcing! the! need! to! develop! individualised!
programmes!to!meet!the!specific!needs!of!each!coachee.!The!implications!of!these!











half! doubted! that! they! had! the! capability! to! handle! it.! ! Due! to! this! increased!
complexity,!executives!need!to!develop!different!capabilities!and!ways!of!operating!
and! perhaps! even! the! existing! paradigm! of!management! needs! to! be! reinvented!
(Hamel!2007).!
!
One! of! the! interventions! organisations! use! to! develop! leaders’! capabilities! is!
executive!coaching,!which!has!become!a!mainstream!development!activity!in!many!
western!and!developed!economies.!However,!the!evidence!base!for!coaching!is!still!
in! its! infancy! and! practice! has! preceded! the! development! of! the! theoretical! and!
empirical!foundation.!!There!are!many!models!and!approaches!to!coaching!in!use!but!
there!is!a!need!to!connect!practitioners!to!the!peerXreviewed!literature!and!develop!
shared! frameworks! of! practice! (Grant,! Cavanagh,! Parker! &! Passmore! 2010).! For!






era! of! complexity’.! It! contributes! to! the! research! in! the! coaching! field! through! the!
development! of! an! approach! that! can! assist! coaches! to! work! effectively! in! more!















the! late! 1980s! I! worked! for! 14! years! in! information! technology! (IT)! sales! and!
management!roles!in!the!UK,!Europe!and!Australia.!!I!began!work!in!this!field!just!as!
the! potential! of! the! internet! began! to! be! realised! and! I! witnessed! how! the!





of!managing! teams!of!people,!as!well!as! the!demands!of!working! in!a! fastXpaced,!

























I! discovered! the! Masters! of! Coaching! Psychology! and! Human! Resources!





coaching! and! other! leadership! development! services.! ! After! several! years! I! was!
offered!an!opportunity! to!move!back! into!the!IT! industry!as!an! internal!coach!for!a!
large! multinational! IT! company.! ! This! initial! role! grew! to! a! larger! strategy! and!
leadership! position,! managing! a! team! of! organisational! development! consultants.!
During!the!time!I!spent!in!this!role!I!experienced!the!demands!of!working!at!a!senior!
level! in! a! large! organisation,! as! well! as! the! challenges! of! driving! change! in! an!











performance! outcomes! to! more! ambiguous! issues! such! as! increasing! their!
effectiveness!and!leadership!capability.!!In!the!latter!types!of!engagements,!I!became!
increasingly!aware!that!often!what!my!coachees!were!dealing!with!was!the!need!to!
process! more! information,! to! handle! more! complexity,! to! develop! innovative!
solutions,!or!to!take!different!perspectives!on!themselves!and!the!world!in!which!they!
operated.! ! For! example,! several! coachees! had! been! promoted! to! new! roles! that!










senior! executives! had!mastered.! Instead,!what! they! required!was! assistance!with!
handling!complex!situations!where!the!goal!and!actions!may!not!be!clear,!where!there!
were!many! ways! of! achieving! the! goal! and! where! they! would! have! to! overcome!
numerous!challenges,! including! their! current!patterns!of! thinking!and!behaving,! to!
reach!a! successful! outcome.!With!a! strong! theoretical! foundation!gained! from!my!
master’s!degree,!and!seven!years!of!coaching!experience,!I!had!a!base!of!tools!and!




In!early!2012! I!was!offered! the!position!of!managing!director! for!MB!Consulting! in!
Singapore.! During! 2012! I! established! the! business! operations! in! Singapore! and!
moved!there!permanently!towards!the!end!of!2012.!
!
This! move! provided! the! opportunity! to! experience! another! of! the! key! aspects! of!
working!in!today’s!business!environment:!the!need!to!work!crossXculturally!and!with!
a! global! perspective.! Singapore! is! at! the! heart! of! the! international! business!
environment!with!many!multinationals!basing!their!Asia!Pacific!headquarters!in!the!
cityXstate.! The! Singapore! government! has! positioned! the! country! as! a! place! for!
international! business! and! has! encouraged! major! corporations! to! bring! in! skilled!
executives! to! help! build! local! leadership! capacity! and! capability.! There! are!















Assignments! that! target! the! development! of! a! leader’s! capabilities! are! often!
themselves!complex!and!existing!models!may!not!match!the!complexity!of!the!task.!
Therefore,!the!aims!of!the!project!were!1)!to!research!and!develop!a!framework!for!








The! research! project! followed! a! four! phase! design! and! was! based! on! a! realistic!





understanding! how! executives! experience! their! environment! as! complex! and!
identifying!the!capabilities!that!they!need!to!be!effective!in!navigating!this!complexity.!!






















a! total! of! 12! executives.! The! first! set! of! five! case! studies! was! conducted! with!
executives!in!Australian!organisations!and!was!used!to!pilot!the!coaching!framework,!
evaluate!the!outcomes!and!refine!the!programme!and!implementation!theories.!The!






































to! change! in! response! to! each! other,! sending! ripples! throughout! the! system! and!
creating! feedback! and! feedXforward! loops.! This! web! of! interconnections! and!
interactions! makes! cause! and! effect! hard! to! detect! and! can! produce! unintended!
consequences.!!
!
Systems! theories! do! not! explicitly! identify! the! several! timeXrelated! aspects! that!
contribute!to!complexity.! ! !There! is!a! factor!of! tempo!or!pace!(Harvey!&!Novicevic!
2001)! to!complexity.! ! !The!tempo!dimension!represents! the!speed!and! intensity!of!


















Complexity( is( the( interaction(of(many(highly( interconnected(heterogeneous(
variables( that( can( rapidly( change( states,( often( in( response( to( each( other,(
creating(outcomes(that(unfold(over(multiple(timeframes.(
(
There! are! many! contexts! in! todays! business! environment! that! exemplify! this!
definition! of! complexity.! There! are! innumerable! interconnected! variables! at! play!





an! example! of! an! unexpected! outcome! from! a! highly! complex! environment,! the!
effects!of!which!are!still!rippling!through!the!world’s!economic!system!in!2015.!
!











and! technologies,! and! sudden! fluctuations! in! stock! markets.! In! navigating! these!
conditions!executives!will!often!have!to!make!decisions!in!the!face!of!both!uncertainty!
and!ambiguity.!!They!are!simultaneously!dealing!with!a!lack!of!information!in!some!










environment! and! from! my! own! experience,! I! recognised! that! some! coaching!
assignments! were! more! complex! than! others.! Cavanagh! and! Lane! (2012)! have!
suggested! that! a!model! originally! developed! by! Stacey! (1996)! is! a! useful! way! of!
thinking! about! the! complexity! of! different! organisational! contexts! and! their!
implications! for! coaching.! ! This! model,! known! as! the! certainty/agreement! matrix,!
categorised! situations! in! which! managers! needed! to! make! decisions! along! a!
horizontal! axis! representing! the! degree! of! certainty! of! prediction! (of! outcomes),!
against! a! vertical! axis! of! degree! of! agreement! between! the! decisionXmakers.!!
Cavanagh!and!Lane!(2012)!have!used!this!model!to!identify!three!different!coaching!








Stacey! (2012a)! has! argued! that! the!model! has! been! used! in!ways! that! he! never!
intended!and!that!it!is!impossible!for!executives!or!coaches!to!know!in!advance!what!
a!situation!or!coaching!engagement!will!entail.!I!initially!agreed!with!Cavanagh!and!
Lane! (2012)! that! the! model! could! be! a! useful! way! of! categorising! coaching!
assignments.! ! However,! in! considering! my! experience! of! executive! coaching!
assignments!and!as!my!project!has!progressed,!my!tendency!is!to!agree!with!Stacey!
(2012a)!in!that!it!is!impossible!to!know!in!advance!how!an!assignment!will!unfold.!!An!
assignment! that! appears! to! be! relatively! simple! can! quickly! become! complex! or!
chaotic! as! the! engagement! progresses.! ! Perhaps! it! is! more! useful! to! approach!
executive!coaching!assignments!with!the!assumption!that!they!will!contain!interacting!
elements!of!all!spaces,!as!suggested!by!Snowden!and!Boone’s!(2007)!approach!to!















domain! of! one! discipline.! Instead! these! issues! cross! the! traditional! boundaries!
between! increasingly! interconnected!and! interdependent!domains! (Maguire!2015),!
as!well!as!spanning!different!realms!of!reality!(Ramadier!2004).!!As!a!result,!complex!
problems! will! often! involve! the! interactions! of! elements! from! physical,! social! and!
behavioural!domains!(Ramadier!2004).)!These!types!of!problems!have!been!termed!
‘wicked’!problems!(Brown,!Harris!&!Russell!2010).!A!‘wicked’!problem!is!not!morally!





simplify! the! problem,! often! through! the! lens! of! one! discipline.! Problems! are! also!
simplified!by!decontextualizing!the!subject!instead!of!investigating!the!subject!as!it!is!
embedded!in!context!(HorlickXJones!&!Simes!2004).!!This!disciplinary!approach!often!
contains! no! reference! to! or! explanation! of! the! complexity! of! the! subjects! being!
investigated.!!Ramadier!(2004)!has!argued!that,!“Complexity!can!be!approached!only!
through!transdisciplinarity”!(p.425).!!Similarly,!Brown!et!al!(2010)!argue!that!wicked!












Transdisciplinarity! is! differentiated! from! multidisciplinaritye! the! combination! of!
specialisations!used!to!address!a!specific!issue,!and!interdisciplinaritye!the!common!
ground!between!disciplines!which!over!time!forms!a!new!discipline!(Brown!et!al!2010).!














While! a! shared! worldview! facilitates! communication! between! members! of! the!
discipline!it!also!creates!institutionalised!barriers!(Arabena!2010).!These!barriers!exist!
not!only!between!disciplines!but!between!researchers!and!practitioners,!or!between!
different! knowledge! traditions.! Where! single! disciplinary! approaches! select! one!
worldview! and! one! approach! to! the! construction! of! knowledge,! transdisciplinary!
approaches!articulate!the!different!worldviews!that!make!up!the!context!of!a!complex!






holistic! approach! (Mazzocchi! 2006).! ! Within! a! culture,! the! dominant! forms! of!
knowledge! develop! genres,! protocols! and! canons! that! devalue! other! modes! of!
knowledge! (Klein! 2004).! The! transdisciplinary! vision! is! that! no! one! culture! is!






The! disciplinary! approach! can! be! seen! in! many! approaches! to! leadership!
development! that! attempt! to! reduce! the! number! of! elements! or! factors! that! are!
considered,!focusing!on!one!or!two!key!aspects!of!the!leader!and!their!development.!
Much! of! the! existing! leadership! development! literature! is! written! from! a! specific!
perspective,!for!example!the!complexity!leadership!literature,!(e.g.!UhlXBien,!Marion,!
&!McKelvey!2007e!Wheatley!1999).!Most!authors! from!this!perspective!emphasise!
the!different! leadership!behaviours!that! the! leader!should!use! in!specific!situations!
but! rarely! considers! the! psychological! perspective! of! what! might! be! involved! to!
develop!this!leadership!versatility.!Contributions!from!different!fields!of!psychology!or!







capabilities! needed! to! navigate! complexity! but! also! the! approaches! to! developing!
these!capabilities.!Taking!multiple!perspectives!and!looking!for!diverse!views!is!one!
of! the! key! themes! that! emerged! from! the! literature! review! as! an! approach! to!
navigating!complexity.!!I!argue!that!this!should!apply!to!the!coach!who!is!working!with!
the!executive!as!much!as!the!leader!themselves.!!This!idea!is!supported!by!a!concept!

















While! the! potential! for! gaining! a! richer! picture! of! a! coachee! and! their! situation! is!
provided!by! using! a! transdisciplinary! approach! there! is! a! risk! of! doing! ‘cookbook’!








my! interpretation!of!key!aspects!of!CR,!some!of! the!key! terminology!and!how!this!
perspective!relates!to!this!project.!
!
The! scientific! paradigm!of!CR!provides!an!alternative! to! the!duality! of! the! debate!
between!positivism!and!constructivism.!!CR!believes!that!there!is!an!external!world!
that!exists!independent!of!our!awareness!of!ite!an!entity!can!exist!without!observation!





more!complex!systems!and!entities!above.! In! this!way! the!world! is!organised! into!
strata!or!realms!that!contain!the!‘stuff’!of!the!lower!levels!but!cannot!be!reduced!to!it!
(Moll! 2004).! Emergence! characterises! both! the! natural! and! the! human! worlds!













the! social! realm,! such! as! a! cultural! norm,! to! generate! a! pattern! of! leadership!
behaviours.!!
!
A! critical! realist! ontology! holds! that! three! domains! of! reality! exist:! empirical! –!
experiences!and!perceptionse!actual!–!events!and!actionse!and!‘deep’!–!structures,!
mechanisms!and!causal!powers!(Ackroyd!&!Fleetwood!2000).!!Emergence!is!also!a!
factor! of! these! domains.! ! The! interaction! of! entities! at! one! level! leads! to! the!
emergence! of! other! mechanisms! or! events! in! another! stratum.! Entities! can! be!
tangible! such! as! material! things,! people! or! actual! systems! or! intangible! such! as!








Leadership!behaviour! is! likely! to!be!a!result!of! interactions!at!multiple! levels.! !The!









In! this!example! there! is!no!consideration!of!either!social!or!biological!mechanisms!

















Pawson! and! Tilley! (1997)! provide! an! example! of! this! in! the! evaluation! of! social!
change!programmes.!It!is!the!interaction!between!the!structures,!powers!and!liabilities!
of! the!entities! involved!that!generate!events!such!as!changes!to!behaviour.! In! this!











for! a! coachee,! which! acts! as! a! mechanism! for! changed! behaviours! in! certain!
interactions,!or! vice!versa.!Both! the!change! in!beliefs!and! the!changed!behaviour!
could!be!considered!events!happening!in!different!time!frames!and!different!domains.!!






values,! rules,!powers,! resources!or!practices.! !They!are!social!because! they!exist!






Social! structures! have! causal! powers! but! in! themselves,! cannot! take! actione! only!
people!can!act.!While!people!do!have!free!will,!can!set!and!pursue!goals!and!have!
the!capacity!for!selfXchange,!social!structures!can!either!enable!or!set!limits!to!these!
actions! (Danermark! et! al.! 2002).! There! is! an! ongoing! interaction! between! social!





In! terms! of! this! research,! executive! coaching! is! taking! place! in! the! context! of!





























There! is! no! one!methodology! or! set! of!methods! that! are! recommended! for! a!CR!




An! approach! that! is! well! suited! to! a! CR! and! transdisciplinary! perspective! is! a!
methodology!based!on!Realistic!Evaluation!(RE)!(Pawson!&!Tilley!1997)!and!this!was!
selected! as! the!most! appropriate! approach! for! this! project.! The! RE!methodology!
provides! a! framework! for! not! only! exploring! the! outcomes! of! the! coaching! case!
studies! using! the! coaching! framework,! but! also! investigating! the! mechanisms!




























project.! The! CF! approach! is! used! to! develop! an! explanatory! account! of! the!
mechanisms!that!are!producing!or!could!produce!an!outcome!in!a!particular!context.!!
It!provides!the!framework!for!considering!the!possible!web!of! interacting!factors!at!
work! for!a!coachee! in! their!specific!context!and!assists! the!coach!and!coachee! in!
making! decisions! about!what! coaching! process! or! specific! coaching! interventions!
may!be!helpful.!!!
1.8( Project(Outcomes(
The! purpose! of! this! project! was! to! increase! my! coaching! effectiveness! in! more!






The! PAIR! framework! provides! a! guide! to! the! application! of! a! critical! realist! CF!
approach.!!This!approach!was!developed!and!evaluated!through!case!studies!with!
12! executives! in! different! contexts,! and! the! results! from! these! case! studies! also!
provide!insight!into!what!made!the!coaching!effective!for!which!people!and!in!what!
contexts.!There!is!minimal!literature!regarding!the!application!of!CF!to!coaching!and!













Completing! the! doctoral! programme! has! increased! my! capability! and! skills! as! a!




approach! that! can! be! applied! across! a! broad! range! of! coaching! assignments!
including!crossXcultural!coaching!contexts.!!!
!
From!a!personal!development!perspective,! there! is!also!evidence!of!growth! in!my!
complexity!of!mind.!According!to!constructiveXdevelopmental!theorists,!adults!mature!
through!stages!known!as!actionXlogics!(CookXGreuter!2008),!with!each!actionXlogic!




The! results! indicated! growth! within! the! individualist! actionXlogic! (stage! 4/5).!
Outcomes!associated!with!growth!within!this!actionXlogic!are!an!increased!ability!to!


















•! Section! three:! A! review! of! the! current! literature! relating! to! leadership! and!
complexity! along! with! the! relevant! literature! from! the! coaching,! CF! and!









•! Section! seven:! The! conclusions! drawn! are! described! along! with!
recommendations!for!both!practice!and!further!research.!!
•! The!final!section!is!a!reflective!learning!account!of!the!process!of!completing!

















As! a! practitionerXresearcher! it! was! important! that! the! project! outcomes! could! be!
applied!to!executive!coaching!practice.!I!identified!that!a!good!approach!to!achieving!
this!was!to!research!and!develop!a!coaching!framework!as!a!way!of!representing!an!
overall! approach.! As! a! practitioner,! understanding! the! outcomes! of! any! coaching!
approach!is!important!but!equally!important!is!to!develop!some!understanding!of!what!
might!make! the! coaching!effective! for!whom!and! in!what! contexts.!Therefore,! the!
research!had!the!following!two!aims:!
1.! To!research!and!develop!a!framework!that!can!facilitate!effective!coaching!in!








3.! To! explore! the! professional! development! outcomes! and! mechanisms! of!
development! for! a! coach! in! completing! the! research!project! and!using! the!
coaching!framework.!
2.3( Research(Questions(












•! (Q3)!What!patterns!of!mechanisms! that! that! tend! to!generate!outcomes! in!
specific!contexts!can!be!identified?!
The! final! research! question! relates! to! the! development! of! the! coach! and!
understanding! the! developmental! outcomes! as! well! as! the! mechanisms! of! that!
development:!
•! (Q4)! What! is! the! developmental! effect! on! and! the! mechanisms! of! this!












context! for! the! coaching! programmes! in! terms! of! approaches! to! leadership!
development!and!leading!in!complex!environments.!Secondly,!an!understanding!of!
the!capabilities!needed!to!be!effective!in!navigating!complexity!was!required!in!order!






psychology,! management! and! business.! Each! of! these! fields! can! offer! different!
perspectives!on! leadership!and! leadership!development!and!some!background!on!
the!different!perspectives!is!provided.!!The!objective!of!this!part!of!the!literature!review!
is! to!point! to! the!key!concepts!and!different!perspectives! that!have! influenced!my!




complexity! that!different!authors! identified!was!dependent!on! the!perspective! from!
which!they!were!writing.!!Each!perspective!appeared!to!have!something!to!offer!but!
did!not!portray!the!whole!picture.!!!For!example,!complexity!theorists!offered!advice!
on! leadership! styles! and! behaviours! but! rarely! looked! at! what! this!meant! for! the!
leadere!such!as!the!required!skills,!motivation!and!flexibility!to!be!able!to!adopt!the!
recommended! approaches! to! leadership.! Psychological! perspectives! offered! the!
perspective!at!an! individual! level!such!as!personality! factors,!psychological!states,!











One! perspective! that! has! influenced! thinking! about! complexity,! organisations! and!
leadership!is!that!of!the!complexity!sciences.!!Trends!and!thinking!in!management!
and!organisational!studies!have!long!been!influenced!by!discoveries!and!approaches!
to! science! more! broadly.! The! development! of! systemsXthinking! in! the! early! 20th!
century!led!to!systems!approaches!being!applied!to!management!and!organisations!





















which! together! produce! complex! and! adaptive! behaviour! (hence! the! term!
‘complex!adaptive!systems’.!(p!413)!
!









outcomes! (i.e.! the! butterfly! effect)!making! longXterm!prediction! in!CAS! impossible!
(Stacey!2012).!!!
!
Authors! applying! the! concepts! of! the! complexity! sciences! to! leadership! and!
organisations! attempt! to! change! how! leaders! see! their! organisations! and! to! raise!
awareness!of!the!implications!of!this!new!perspective!for!leadership!behaviours!(e.g.!
UhlXBien,!et!al.!2007e!Wheatley!1999).! !These!authors!suggest! that! if!you!view!an!
organisation! as! a! CAS,! a! different! form! of! leadership! is! required.! Traditional!
approaches!to! leadership!argue!that! leaders!can!envision!and!predict! the!future!of!









current! management! discourse! as! these! authors! claim.! ! Instead! they! are! simply!
repackaging!ideas!that!exist!in!the!current!literature!in!new!jargon.!Stacey!(2010)!also!
rejects! the! idea! of! there! being! any! analogy! between! systems! and! humans,! their!
interactions!and!organisations.!!In!his!view,!if!individuals!are!seen!as!parts!of!a!system!
and!causal!links!between!them!are!modelled,!the!model!will!take!no!account!of!the!





















Organisations! are! conversational! by! nature! and! therefore! the! nature! of! the!
conversation!will!influence!the!constitution!of!the!organisation!(Stacey!2010,!2012).!!
Organisations!get!stuck!and!are!unable!to!change!when!the!conversation!revolves!





Both! the! CAS! and! CRP! perspectives! recognise! that! organisations! and! today’s!





developing!a!broad! range!of! leadership!approaches! that!can!be!used! to!meet! the!
demands!of!different!situations.!Rather!than!relying!on!one!approach!to!leading!an!
organisation,! complexity! leadership! theorists! propose! that! different! types! of!
leadership!are! required,!depending!on! the!situation! (Lichtenstein,!UhlXBien,!Seers,!
Orton,!&!Schreiber!2006e!UhlXBien!et!al.!2007).!!Lichtenstein!et!al.!(2006)!argue!that!
three! types! of! leadership! are! required:! adaptive,! administrative! and! enabling.!!
Administrative! leadership! is!more!aligned! to! the!current!management!paradigm!of!
planning! and! coXordinating! organisational! activities.! Adaptive! leadership! is! an!
“interactive!event!in!which!knowledge,!action!preferences,!and!behaviours!change,!











are! not! effective! for!managing! in! uncertain! and!more! chaotic! spaces.! As! already!
discussed!(section!1.5),!Stacey!(2012a)!has!argued!that!it!is!extremely!difficult,!if!not!
impossible,! to!choose!what!approaches! to!use! in!advance.! !Stacey! (2012,!2012a)!
argues! that!managers! find! themselves!deploying!a!wide! range!of!decisionXmaking!

















ordered! domain.! In! the! simple! zone! cause! and! effect! are! straightforward! and! the!
environment!can!be!characterised!as!stable.!!Complicated!contexts!are!those!in!which!
there!is!more!than!one!right!answer!and!cause!and!effect!can!be!discerned,!but!not!
by! everybody.! In! the! unXordered! domain! exist! complex! contexts! where! there! is!
unlikely!to!be!one!right!answer,!and!cause!and!effect!are!very!hard!to!determine.!!In!
the!zone!of!chaos,!searching!for!right!answers!is!pointless!and!cause!and!effect!are!











Gaddis,!&!Strange!2002)!and! requires! that! leaders!consider!diverse!perspectives,!














key! theme! of! authors! writing! from! a! complexity! theory! perspective.! ! In! order! to!










(Harkema! 2003)! and! therefore! interactions! become! central! to! creativity.! Stacey!
(2010)!focuses!on!what!is!required!in!these!interactions!to!enable!creativity,!learning!
and! innovation.! !The! leader!needs! to!exercise! their!skills!of!conversation! to!evoke!











with! other! leadership! approaches! in! terms! of! effectiveness! and! organisational!
performance.! ! While! it! is! accepted! that! the! business! environment! is! becoming!
increasingly!complex!and!therefore!that!a!different!approach!to!management!may!be!
needed!there!is!little!evidence!that!the!complexity!sciences!can!be!applied!in!this!way!









they! do! accept! the! ideas,! there! is! little! recognition! in! the! complexity! leadership!
literature!of! the!challenge!for! leaders! to!apply!new!approaches! that!are!counter! to!
their!current!style.!!Stacey!(2010)!has!recognised!that!leaders!need!to!reflect!on!their!
own!neurotic!dispositions!but!perhaps!does!not!recognise!what!is!required!for!leaders!


















literature! leadership! has! been! conceptualised! as! an! individual! skill! or! set! of!
capabilities!of!an!individual.!!A!different!perspective!is!one!that!views!leadership!as!a!









Day! (2001)! sees! leader! development! focused! on! the! intrapersonal! level! with!
development!activities! targeting!areas!such!as!selfXawareness,! selfXregulation!and!




Zaccaro! (2007)! has! proposed! a!model! of! leadership! that! is! similar! to! that! of!Day!





literature!until! the! late!1940s!and!1950s!when! it!was! rejected!by! researchers!who!











interactions! between! the! individual! and! situation! should! be! considered.! ! Zaccaro!
(2007)! proposes! a! multiXstage! model! where! distal! attributes! such! as! personality,!
motives,!values!and!cognitive!capability!act!as!a!precursor! for! the!development!of!
other! more! proximal! attributes! and! skills! such! as! emotional! intelligence,! social!















the! other! in! one! direction! only.! ! !While! Zaccaro! (2007)! has! integrated! traitXbased!
theories!with!situation!or!contingency!theories,!viewed!through!a!complexity!theory!or!
systems!dynamics!perspective!the!interactions!between!the!elements!may!be!overX





Day,! Harrison! and! Halpin! (2009)! have! built! on! Day’s! (2001)! earlier! thinking! and!




















Hoojiberg,! Hunt! and! Dodge! (1997)! term! this! ability! to! flex! leadership! approach!
behavioural!complexity!and!argue!that!it!is!linked!to!leadership!effectiveness.!!Unlike!
contingency!approaches,!they!argue!that! it! is! impossible!to!specify!the!appropriate!
behaviour! for! every! situation! but! that! having! a! broader! repertoire! increases! the!
likelihood!that!they!will!have!an!appropriate!response.!However,!it!is!not!just!having!
a!range!of!behaviours!which!will!increase!leader!effectivenesse!it!is!also!using!them!
in! the! right! situation! that! makes! them! effective! (Kaiser! &! Overfield! 2010e! Yukl! &!
Mahsud! 2010,).! Identifying! when! to! use! which! behaviours! requires! cognitive! and!
social! complexity,! which! are! considered! precursors! to! behavioural! complexity!
(Hoojiberg!et!al.!1997).!
!
Hoojiberg! et! al.! (1997)! argue! that! someone! with! higher! cognitive! complexity!
processes!information!differently,!can!see!more!categories!and!dimensions!and!can!
integrate!them!to!come!up!with!a!more!nuanced!decision!or!action.!Those!individuals!
with! greater! cognitive! complexity! seek! more! information! and! spend! more! time!
interpreting! it.! ! Social! complexity! is! the! ability! to! differentiate! and! integrate! the!
relational!and!personal!aspects!of!a!situation,!leading!to!increased!understanding!of!
the!context!and!how!it!needs!to!be!approached.!!The!concept!goes!beyond!having!
























to! others’! ideas! and! opinions,! delegating,! empowering! employees,! and! providing!
support!to!others!as!key!elements!of!their!enabling!leadership!style!and!Kayes!(2006)!




in! complex!environments.! !Palus,!Horth,!Selvin,! and!Pulley! (2003)!emphasise! the!
importance!of!conversations! that!pursue!deeper! levels!of!understanding! that!bring!
the!assumptions,!beliefs,!data!and!reasoning!behind!people’s!stated!positions! into!
play! so! that! they! can! be! seen! and! discussed.! ! Similarly,! Kahane! (2007)! has!
developed!an!approach!to!solving!tough!problems!through!what!he!calls!generative!
dialoguee!an!open!way!of! talking!and! listening! in!order!create!new!realities.!Kayes!















different!perspectivese! to!see! things! from! the!viewpoint!of!various!stakeholders,! to!











&! Shullman! 2010).! Operating! in! this! environment! can! be! anxietyXproducing! and!





Entering! the! term! ‘leadership’! into! the!primary!university! search!engine,!Summon,!
returns!close!to!five!million!results.!Requesting!literature!only!from!scholarly!and!peerX






One!of! the!most!extensively! researched!areas! is! that!of!contingency!or!situational!
leadership!models.! !While! there! is!a! large!number!of!studies,! they!generally!used!
weak!methods!such!as!subordinate!surveys! to! identify! leadership!behaviours,!and!
superiors’!ratings!of!leaders’!effectiveness.!!Often!the!studies!measured!a!wide!range!




















Most! studies!of! leadership!behaviour! look!at! linear! relationships!of! the!behaviour,!













to! specific! individual! components! of! their! models.! ! For! example,! the! behavioural!
repertoire!component!of! the!Hoojiberg!et!al.! (1997)!Leaderplex!model! is!based!on!







The! same! issues! can! be! found!with! the! research! on! other! capabilities! needed! to!
navigate! complexity! such! as! the! ability! to! deal! with! ambiguity! (White! &!Shullman!
2010e!Martin!2007).!White!and!Shullman!(2010)!have!based!their!model!on!interviews!
with!executives!and!one! internal! validation!study,!which! they!conducted.! !Martin’s!
(2007)! theories! are! based! on! interviews! and! his! observations! and! experiences! in!
working!with!leaders.!
!
While! the! literature! from! this! perspective! has! more! practical! application! and!







A!psychological! perspective! that! provides!another!useful! view! is! that! of! the!adultX




The! constructiveXdevelopmental! theorists! have! argued! that! cognitive! development!
continues!through!adulthood!with!mental!growth!following!a!hierarchical!sequence!of!





categorise! the!stages.! !The!key! theories!on!which! this!project!draws!are! those!of!







Four! broad! tiers! of! development! have! been! identified! (CookXGreuter! 2008):! ! preX
conventional,!conventional,!postXconventional,!and!egoXtranscendent.!!Within!these!
broad!tiers,!CookXGreuter!has!identified!nine!stages!or!actionXlogics!(Rooke!&!Torbert!
2005).! ! Rooke! and! Torbert! (2005)! and! CookXGreuter! (2008)! have! related! these!
actionXlogics! to! leadership,! identifying! the! leadership! style! and! capabilities! for!
individuals!at!each!level!and!an!instrument!for!measuring!the!actionXlogic,!the!SCTiX
MAP,!has!been!developed.!The!SCTiXMAP! is!based!on! the!Washington!Sentence!

























system! as! a! whole.! ! Individualist! leaders! may! experiment! with! different! kinds! of!
relating,!using!power!differently!in!different!contexts.!They!can!be!flexible!and!creative!









different! perspectives! and!will! strive! to! create! a! shared! vision! that!will! engage! all!














USA! mixed! populatione! 497! USA! managers! and! supervisorse! and! 1568! USA!
consultants!and! leaders!taking!part! in!development!activities!(CookXGreuter!2006).!!
The! research! was! conducted! over! a! decade! using! interview,! field! studies! and!






a! small! number! of! papers! and! no! consistent! empirical!measure! of! organisational!
success.!!One!significant!study!by!Rooke!and!Torbert!(1998)!involved!the!longitudinal!
study! of! ten! organisations! tracking! the! leadership! team’s! ability! to! lead!
transformational! change.! ! The! study! took! place! over! four! and! a! half! years! and!
demonstrated!that!those!organisations!that!were!able!to!transform!were!led!by!CEOs!












the!development!of! the! leader! themselves!was! rarely!considered.! !An!assumption!










many! avenues! for! a! coach! to! explore! in! working! with! executives.! ! However,! this!





and! realms!of! a!CR!perspective.! ! This! assisted!me! in! developing!a! framework!of!
capabilities! that! reflects! the! different! elements! involved,! and! encourages! the!




organise! the! capabilities! required! to! navigate! complexity.! ! It! also! provides! a!
framework!in!which!to!integrate!multiple!perspectives!and!therefore!provides!a!more!
holistic!approach!!than!is!offered!by!only!one!perspective.!!This!approach!is!consistent!







This! section! provides! an! overview! of! the! relevant! coaching! literature! as! well! as!
literature!from!other!fields!that!influenced!the!development!of!the!coaching!framework!
and!approach.!The! review!starts!with!a!summary!of! literature! related! to!executive!
coaching!and!any!research!related!to!coaching!as!an!intervention!for!developing!the!
ability!to!deal!with!complexity,!and!coaching!in!complex!cases.!!This!is!followed!by!an!






common! themes! among! definitions.! ! Starting! with! a! description! of! coaching! in!
general,! Grant! et! al.! (2010)! have! identified! that! most! definitions! have! as! their!
foundation! the! view! that! coaching! is! a! collaborative! relationship! through! which! a!
coachee!attains!personal!or!professional!outcomes!that!are!meaningful!to!them.!
!
More! specific! definitions! reflect! the! perspective! of! the! author! or! coach.! As! these!
authors!come!from!many!different!backgrounds!and!perspectives,!it!is!not!surprising!









Someone! from! outside! an! organisation! uses! psychological! skills! to! help! a!
person! develop! into! a! more! effective! leader.! ! These! skills! are! applied! to!
specific!presentXmoment!work!problems!in!a!way!that!enables!this!person!to!
incorporate! them! into! his! or! her! permanent! management! or! leadership!
repertoire.!(p.!xx!(20)!of!introduction).!
!













between! improving! the! leader’s! capability! and! the! achievement! of! organisational!
objectives,! which! is! not! explicit! in! the! other! definitions.! ! In! the! same! way,! the!
frequently!quoted!Kilberg!(1996)!definition!also!draws!the! link!between!coaching!a!





identified! set! of! goals! to! improve! his! or! her! professional! and! personal!





al.! (2010)! identify! three! specific! types! of! coaching:! skills,! performance! and!
development!coaching.!Skills!coaching!is!focused!on!developing!a!specific!identified!
skill!or!set!of!skills!whereas!performance!coaching!focuses!on!improving!performance!
in! a! specific! domain! within! a! specified! time! period.! Development! coaching! is!
considered! to! be! broader! and! more! strategic! and! is! focused! on! increasing! the!
individual’s! ability! to! meet! future! challenges! through! increased! selfXawareness,!
understanding!and!awareness!of!others!and!the!systems!of!which!they!are!part.!!!
!
Developmental! (Cox! &! Jackson! 2010)! and! transformational! coaching! (Hawkins! &!
Smith!2010)!are!two!other!types!of!coaching.!!Developmental!coaching!as!described!
by!Cox!and!Jackson!(2010)! is!seen!as!being!broader!than!a!current! issue.! ! !Their!
definition!emphasises!that!the!coaching!should!lead!to!a!progressive!and!permanent!
changee! that! is! a! change! that! leads! to! a! sustainable! development! of! a! capability,!
which!in!turn!leads!to!an!enrichment!of!not!only!the!coachee,!but!also!changes!the!
capacity!of!the!system!in!which!the!coachee!sits.!!Developmental!coaches!could!work!









through! a! change! in! the! coachee’s! assumptions,! values! and! beliefs! about! the!
presenting!issue.!!Practitioners!of!developmental!coaching!would!also!argue!that!this!
is!what! they! achieve.!What! differentiates! transformational! coaching! as! defined! by!
Hawkins!and!Smith!(2010)!is!that!they!focus!on!achieving!this!shift!live!in!the!coaching!
sessions.! !They!argue! that! in! their!approach! they!believe! they!are!shifting!actionX
logics! (Rooke! &! Torbert! 2005),! whereas! developmental! coaching! just! develops!






































services.! There! will! often! be! multiple! stakeholders! involved! in! the! coaching!
programme! including! the!HR!sponsor! of! the!assignment,! the! coachee’s!manager,!
peers!and!direct!reports.!!Their!involvement!will!vary!from!providing!brief!input!at!the!
start! of! the! process! to! being! directly! involved! in! providing! ongoing! feedback! and!
support! to! the! coachee.! ! These! stakeholders! can! be! a! useful! source! for! different!
perspectives!on!the!strengths!and!development!needs!of!the!coachee.!!!
!





within! the! organisation.! There! is! an! apparent! contradiction! in! this! situation!where!
there! is!a!need! for!a! relationship!of!mutual! trust!between! the!coach,!coachee!and!
organisational!stakeholders!but!not!all!information!is!shared!with!all!parties.!In!order!
to!try!and!address!this!contradiction,!I!set!clear!boundaries!with!all!parties!regarding!
what! information! will! be! shared! with! the! different! stakeholders.! I! establish! an!
understanding!with!the!coachee!that!I!only!share!information!that!they!are!comfortable!











I! bring! a! systems! perspective! to! the! coachee! and! the! coaching! assignment.! ! I!
consider!the!coachee!not!only!within!the!context!of!the!organisational!system!but!also!
the! other! systems! in!which! they! are! embedded! such! as! cultural,! social,! family! or!
professional.!I!also!consider!their!life!experiences!and!future!ambitions!to!enable!me!
to!develop!a!picture!of!how!these!influences!create!or!support!the!current!situation!
and! identify! those! that! can! be! leveraged! to! facilitate! change.! This! approach! also!













that( builds( a( leader’s( capability( to( lead( their( teams( and( organisations( to(
achieve( short( and( longZterm( goals.( ( It( is( conducted( through( oneZonZone(
interaction,( supported( by( data( from(multiple( perspectives.( It( is( based( on( a(




























London,! Flautt,! Vergas! &! Kucine! 2003e! Thach! 2002)! combining! 360°! multiXrater!
feedback! and! executive! coaching! suggest! that! this! combination! of! feedback! and!





measured! areas! of! up! to! 60%.! ! One! of! the! limitations! of! this! study! included! the!




managers! receiving! multiXrater! 360°! feedback! and! 404! of! them! working! with! an!
executive!coach.!!Those!managers!who!worked!with!a!coach!were!more!likely!to!set!
development!goals,!and!solicit!improvement!ideas!from!their!supervising!manager.!In!














programme! increased! goal! attainment,! resilience! and! workplace! wellbeing.! ! In!
addition,!the!qualitative!data!indicated!increases!in!confidence,!applied!management!
skills,! ability! to! handle! organisational! change! and! that! many! participants! gained!
personal!or!professional!insights.!
!
A! further! randomised! control! study! was! conducted! by! Cerni,! Curtis! and! Colmar!
(2010).! In! this! study,!14! school! principals!were! randomly!assigned! to!a! control! or!
intervention!group!with!eight!principals!participating!in!a!coaching!programme!based!
on!cognitiveXexperientialXself!theory.!!One!of!the!measures!used!was!the!MultiXfactor!
Leadership!Questionnaire! (MLQ)! (Bass! &! Avolio! 1993)! and! the! results! showed! a!
significant!increase!in!transformational!leadership!behaviours.!Two!specific!aspects!










wider! benefits! to! the! organisation! of! leadership! coaching! using! social! network!
analysis.!!In!this!study,!225!participants!who!formed!a!closed!network!took!part!in!the!







programme!also!perceived! that! the!quality!of! their!communication!with!others!was!










as! the! leader! practises! and! becomes! more! proficient! in! the! new! behaviour.!!
Alternatively,!as! the! leader! tries!out!new!ways!of! communicating,!others!may! find!
these!changes!challenging!and!possibly!anxietyXprovoking.! ! ! In! terms!of! the!wider!
benefits!of!the!coaching!intervention,!the!study!found!that!the!more!positively!a!leader!







capability,! but! none! provide! any! explicit! link! to! navigating! complexity.!However,! it!
could! be! argued! that! the! transformational! leadership! style! has! many! of! the!









None! of! the! three! studies! attempt! to! measure! the! effects! on! organisational!
performance!and!as!many!of!the!definitions,!including!mine,!refer!to!the!link!between!
coaching!and! increased!organisational!performance,! this! is!an!area! in!which!more!
research!is!needed.!While!these!studies!indicate!the!potential!of!executive!coaching,!








the!different! forms! these!can! take.! !Then! follows!an!overview!of! the! literature! that!
informed!the!coaching!framework!that!was!developed!in!this!research.!
!
There!are!many!coaching! frameworks!and!models!published! in! the!peerXreviewed!
literature,! practiceXbased! literature! and! by! commercial! organisations! trying! to!





to! specific! theoretical! perspectives! such! as! the! OKSAR!model! developed! from! a!
solutionsXfocused!approach!(Jackson!&!McKergow!2007).!!
!
Others! are! frameworks! for! specific! interventions,! such! as! the! Adversity,! Belief,!
Consequences,!Disputation,!Energisation! (ABCDE)!model! (Seligman!1990)! that! is!







of! a! coaching! process! with! tasks! or! activities! at! each! phase! and! some! provide!




















needed! in! more! complex! coaching! cases! are! emergent! approaches! to! coaching.!!
These! emergent! modes! of! coaching! should! not! seek! to! resolve! ambiguity! or!
complexity! but! should! instead! encourage! creativity.! ! Some! approaches! from! the!
psychological! sciences! are!moving! in! this! direction,! for! example! solutionXfocused,!
mindfulness!and!strengthsXbased!coaching!(see!Cavanagh!&!Grant,!2010e!Spence,!
Cavanagh!&!Grant!2008).!!Cavanagh!and!Lane!(2012)!point!to!other!disciplines!and!
techniques! from! which! coaching! psychology! can! also! learn,! such! as! Stacey’s!






One! example! is! that! of! Cavanagh! (2006)! who! has! taken! a! CAS! perspective! to!
coaching!and!argues!that!complexity!theory!can!guide!our!approach!to!the!coaching!





reflective! space! between! the! coach! and! the! coachee! in! which! the! coaching!
conversation!takes!place,!and!the!third!is!the!reflective!space!within!the!coach.!!It!is!
the! iterative! flow!of! information,! feedback!and!action!between! these! three! spaces!
throughout!a!coaching!engagement!that!can!create!the!potential!for!new!knowledge!
to!emerge!and! for! the!coachee! to! take!action! in! their!world.! !Taking! this!view,! the!
interaction!between!the!coach!and!coachee!becomes!critical!and!any!framework!for!
coaching! that! builds!on!Cavanagh’s!approach! should!aim! to! increase! the! coach’s!







Chapman! (2006,! 2010)! has! developed! the! Integrated! Experiential! Executive!
Coaching!Model!as!his!approach!to!supporting!executives!in!managing!complexity.!!
Chapman! (2006,! 2010)! grounds! his! definition! of! complexity! and! the! required!
leadership!competencies!in!the!stratified!systems!theory!of!Elliot!Jaques!(Jaques!&!
Cason!1994e! Jaques!&!Clement! 1997).! !According! to! Jaques! (Jaques!&!Clement!
1997)!a!key!factor!in!an!executive’s!ability!to!be!effective!in!complex!environments!or!
complex!roles!is!cognitive!power!or!cognitive!complexity.!!Cognitive!complexity!is!the!
maximum! multiple! interconnected! variables! and! the! related! rates! of! change! and!
ambiguity!that!the!executive!is!able!to!process.!!!This!should!be!accompanied!by!the!
desire! and!motivation! to! pursue! complex! roles! and! tasks,! the! requisite! skills! and!







Chapman! (2006,! 2010)! then! argues! that! executive! coaching! interventions! should!
target!the!development!of!the!motivation,!cognitive!complexity,!knowledge,!skills!and!
wisdom!while!considering!the!organisational!system!in!which!the!individual!is!situated.!!
In! order! to! do! this,! Chapman! (2006,! 2010)! applies! the! Integrated! Experiential!
Executive!Coaching!model!to!facilitate!individual!growth!and!increased!individual!and!







coachee! and! their! environment! and! is! supported! by! his! own! initial! research! of!
applying! the! model! with! 15! coachees! in! one! organisation.! ! ! Data! was! collected!
through!reflective!essays!at!the!conclusion!of!the!coaching!from!the!13!coachees!who!
participated!in!the!research.!!The!outcomes!identified!in!the!data!included!indications!
of! an! increased!ability! in!managing! complexity! such!as!developing!more! strategic!
levels! of! thinking,! thinking! more! broadly! about! the! business! as! a! whole! and!











to!understand! the! impact!on!ability! to!manage!complexity!with!a!broader! range!of!
executives!and!with!additional!measures.!Only!the!coachee’s!perspective!was!sought!
in! this! initial! study!and! is! there! is!no!data!collected! from!other!stakeholders!or!on!
organisational!performance.!
!
A! second! recent! model! that! aims! to! facilitate! working! in! the! complex! world! of!






framework! the! initial! focus! is! on! understanding! the! broader! cultural! context! and!
organisational! objectives,! including! the! broader! social! norms! and! factors.! ! This! is!
followed!by!exploring!the!individual!context!and!then!using!the!coaching!process!to!
ensure! alignment! between! the! insights! and! related! actions! and! the! organisation’s!
culture!and!goals.!!This!means!that!the!focus!is!on!the!interaction!of!the!factors! in!






in! being!more! effective! in! complex! environments! or! of! increasing! the! executive’s!
effectiveness!within!their!environment.!!!
!








refers! to!his!model!as!a!way!of!making!sense!of! the!complexities!of! the!coaching!
cases! and! Kahn! (2014)! specifically! refers! to! case! formulation! and! provides! an!





coach! can! use! any! techniques! or! models! they! are! familiar! with! in! the! coaching!
process,! although! without! offering! any! process! for! deciding! which! might! be!
appropriate.!!!
3.7( Case(Formulation((
In! developing! a! framework! for! coaching,! I! identified! that! for! each! person! I! was!
coaching,! the! context,! how! they! experienced! complexity! in! their! roles! and! their!






according! to!Crellin! (1998),! the! term! began! to! appear! in! clinical! psychology! texts!








of! the! author.! A! broad! clinical! definition! provided! by! Godoy! and! Haynes! (2011)!
defines!CF!as:!
…! an! individualized! integration! of! multiple! judgments! about! a! patient’s!
problems!and!goals,!the!causal!variables!that!most!strongly!influence!them,!






From! a! cognitive! behavioural! perspective,! Mumma! (2011)! writes! that! CF! can! be!
defined!as:!
An!idiographic!theory!of!the!person!and!his!or!her!life!situation!(the!personX




Writing! from!a!systems!perspective,!Schiepek!(2003)!argues! that!case! formulation!











Corrie! and! Lane! (2010)! in! their! review! of! the! CF! literature! include:! clarifying!
hypotheses!and! formulating!appropriate!questionse! prioritising! client! issuese! aiding!










While! CF! is! considered! to! be! at! the! heart! of! evidenceXbased! practice! (Beiling! &!
Kuyken!2003),!the!empirical!evidence!to!support!the!efficacy!of!a!CF!approach!over!
manualised! treatment! is! somewhat! sparse! and! equivocal! (Corrie! &! Lane! 2010e!
Persons!2008).!!Few!randomised!control!trials!have!been!conducted!comparing!the!




results!of! the! few!studies! that!have!been!conducted!have!not!been!definitive.!For!
example,! in!the!CBT!field!Schulte,!Kunzel,!Pepping!and!ShulteXBahrenberg!(1992)!
found!that!formulation!driven!treatments!achieved!similar!or!slightly!less!successful!



















but! much! less! agreement! for! the! inferential! aspects! (underlying! cognitive!
mechanisms).! ! However,! they! also! concluded! that! reliability! could! be! improved!
through!training!and!the!use!of!more!systematic!approaches!to!CF.!!!
3.7.2( Applying(case(formulation(to(executive(coaching(












current! CF! definitions! would! also! apply! to! coaching! contexts,! there! are! some!
elements!that!will!need!emphasis!or!modification!in!a!coaching!CF!definition.!While!
the! positive! psychology! movement! (see! Linley! &! Joseph! 2004)! and! newer!
approaches! to! therapy!such!as!Acceptance!and!Commitment!Therapy! (see!Harris!
2006!for!an!introduction)!are!shifting!the!focus!of!some!clinical!psychologists!to!what!
makes! people! well,! optimal! functioning! and! flourishing,! some! clinical! approaches!






Coaching(case( formulation((CF)( is(an( individualised(explanatory(account(of(
the( dynamic( interacting( factors( that( predispose,( precipitate( or( maintain(
specific( behaviours( or( situations,( and( those( that(may( enable,( support( and(
catalyse(change.(The(CF(acts(as(a(shared(framework(for(understanding(the(
















have! been! subjected! to! empirical! testing! to! validate! their! efficacy.! These!models!












of! cases! without! needing! to! oversimplify! in! order! to! apply! empirically! tested!
approaches.!!These!evidenceXbased!approaches!may!form!part!of!the!solution!but!a!
CF!approach!allows!for!creativity!in!finding!new!solutions!while!still!being!based!in!a!

















A! focus! on! training! specific!methodologies,! techniques! and!models! is! the! current!











based! on! the! best! approaches! and! generating! hypotheses! to! be! tested.! ! If! these!











have! informed! the! final! PAIR! framework.! The! following! section! outlines! these!
approaches!as!background!to!the!development!of!the!PAIR!framework.!These!were!
selected!as!they!met!the!qualities!outlined!above!and!provided!a!structure!for!not!only!










purpose! for! the!work:!understanding! the! issues!or! the!question!you!are!exploringe!
developing! a! clear! understanding! of! the! key! stakeholders’! expectationse! ensuring!
clarity! on! the! role! each! stakeholder! will! play! in! the! coaching! engagemente! and!
considering!the!wider!context!in!which!the!coaching!will!take!place.!!One!key!question!
for!coaches!to!consider!in!evaluating!the!purpose!is!whether!coaching!and!specifically!










theoretical! perspectives! underpinning! their! coaching! practice,! their! professional!
knowledge!and!their!beliefs!about!that!knowledge!and!how!it!should!be!applied.!!The!
coachee!will!also!have!their!own!perspectives!and!the!formulation!approach!should!
also! provide! for! the! consideration! and! integration! of! their! beliefs,! knowledge! and!
capabilities!(Corrie!&!Lane!2010e!Lane!&!Corrie!2009).!
!
Corrie! and! Lane! (2010)! have! identified! five! perspectives! that! typically! inform!
formulation!in!the!psychological!professions.!!The!first!is!a!formulation!derived!from!a!
particular! diagnosis.! ! In! psychological! therapy! and!mental! health! professions! this!
diagnosis! may! be! derived! from! the! Diagnostic( and( Statistical( Manual( of( Mental(
Disorders! (DSM)!published!by! the!American!Psychiatric!Association.! ! In!executive!
coaching!practice,!a!diagnosis!of!issues!to!address!could!be!derived!from!the!results!
of!a!psychometric!instrument!that!the!company!or!coach!deploys.!!
The! second! common! perspective! for! CF! in! psychological! practice! is! that! of! the!
scientistXpractitioner.! This! perspective! works! from! the! assumption! that! through!
developing!and!testing!hypotheses!an!accurate!picture!of!the!factors!influencing!the!
client’s! behaviour! can! be! identified.! ! In! the! coaching! context,! the! coach!may! use!
multiple! sources! of! information! to! coXconstruct! the! formulation! with! the! coachee,!
including! the! coaching! conversations!and! stakeholder! input.! It! can!be! tempting! to!






by!Corrie!and!Lane! (2010).! ! In! this! case,! the! formulation! is! based!on!a!particular!
theory.!!In!executive!coaching!this!could!be!a!theory!about!leadership!and!leadership!
development,! an! approach! to! adult! development! and! learning,! or! a! psychological!
theory.!!The!selected!theory!would!guide!the!information!that!is!sought,!sorted!and!
judged! and! will! provide! structure! to! the! CF! as! well! as! an! understanding! of! the!
coachee’s!case.!!The!theoretical!perspective!will!often!direct!the!coach’s!attention!to!














is! needed! and! the! coach! would! need! expertise! and! professional! knowledge! in! a!
number!of!theories.!
!!
The! fourth! approach! to! formulation! is! based! on! some! newer! psychological!
approachese!what!Corrie!and!Lane!(2010)!term!the!strategic!formulation!approach.!
These! approaches! such! as! solutionXfocused,! systemic! and! designXthinking! based!
approaches!move!away!from!traditional!problemXfocused!approaches.!!Instead!they!
draw!on!what!is!working!well,!the!strengths!of!the!client!that!can!be!leveraged,!and!




The!final!perspective! is! that!of!CF!as!social!control! (Lane!&!Corrie!2009,!Corrie!&!
Lane! 2010).! ! ! Some! criticism! of! the! psychological! field! has! pointed! to! the! use! of!
psychology!and!associated!professions!as!a! form!of!social! control.! ! In! the! field!of!
coaching!we!need! to!consider! if!our!coaching! is!being!used!as!a!way!of!ensuring!
compliance!to!a!set!of!corporate!beliefs!within!an!organisation!or!if!the!coaching!is!
being! used! as! a! way! of! addressing! ‘bad’! behaviour,! ensuring! compliance! with! a!





In! addition,!Corrie! and! Lane! (2010)! identify! that! some! critics! of! the! psychological!
approach!point!to!the!emphasis!placed!on!the!individual’s!responsibility!for!change!














follow! the! definition! of! purpose! and! perspectives! in! order! to! avoid! becoming! a!









purpose! and! account! elements! of! the! PAIR! framework.! However,! in! terms! of! the!
implementation!of!using!CF!in!coaching!practice,!the!PPP!model!does!not!provide!a!
stepXbyXstep!guide!on!how!to!develop!a!CF!and!what!should!be!included.!!!The!PPP!
model,!while!drawing!on!the!existing! literature!and!research!in!CF,! is!still! largely!a!




























(2010)! PPP!model.! ! The! next! step! involves! taking! a! theoryXdriven! perspective! to!
identifying!possible!causes.!!!Nezu!et!al.!(2004)!recommend!taking!multiple!theoretical!
perspectives!to!reduce!the!likelihood!of!judgemental!errors.!!In!the!context!of!these!
theoretical! perspectives,! SORC! chains! can! be! identified! and! possible! hypotheses!
generated!in!the!form!of!a!map.!!These!hypotheses!can!then!be!tested!with!the!client!









approach! to! clinical! reasoning! for! psychologists! than! the! hypotheticXdeductive!
method! often! recommended.! In! the! hypotheticXdeductive! method,! a! clinician!
generates!hypotheses!and!tests!them!indirectly!by!collecting!data!that!will!confirm!or!
disconfirm!their!hypotheses.!!An!abductive!reasoning!approach!is!a!form!of!induction!








involves! inferring! causal! mechanisms,! both! distal! and! proximal! and! considering!
factors! from! biological,! social,! and! psychological! domains.! ! A! causal! model! of!
hypotheses!drawing!on!research,! relevant! theories!and!previous!experience! forms!
the!explanatory!account.!!This!explanatory!account!can!then!be!evaluated!based!on!
the! ability! of! the! causal! model! to! explain! the! patterns.! ! The! explanatory! account!
should!be!able!to!explain!the!strengths,!difficulties,!their!onset!and!development,!and!














has! not! been! conducted.! ! Vertue! and!Haig! (2008)! do! base! their! argument! for! an!
abductive!approach!on!research!into!the!decisionXmaking!of!clinicians!such!as!that!of!
Corderre,! Mandin,! Harasym! and! Fick! (2003),! that! demonstrated! that! that! those!







effectiveness!of! the!coach.!This! research!project! is!considered!a!starting!point! for!















Dewey! (1933)! differentiated! between! reflection! and! other! types! of! thinking! and!
Rodgers!(2002)!has!highlighted!several!key!criteria!for!reflection!from!Dewey’s!work.!!!
According!to!Rodgers!(2002),!Dewey!saw!reflection!as!an!ongoing!process:!
..that! moves! a! learner! from! one! experience! into! the! next! with! a! deeper!
understanding!of!relationships!with!and!connections!to!!other!experiences!and!
ideas.! It! is! the! thread! that! makes! the! continuity! of! learning! possible! and!
ensures!the!progress!of!the!individual!and,!ultimately,!society!(p.845).!
!









between! the! individual! and! the! environment! in! which! they! are! currently! situated,!
whether! that! is! with! another! person,! an! idea,! or! the! material! or! natural! worlds.!!
Reflection! is! the!process!of!making!sense!of!an!experience,! taking! the! insights!or!
learning!from!that!experience!into!the!next!experience.!
!
Where!Dewey’s! (1933)!work! provided! the! foundation! of! the! concept! of! reflection,!
Schon’s! (1983,! 1987)! work! applied! this! to! the! field! of! professional! practice! and!





practice! where! complex! situations! defy! the! application! of! this! knowledge.! Schon!
(1983)!describes:!
…in! the! varied! topography! of! professional! practice! there! is! a! high! ground!
where! practitioners! can! make! effective! use! of! researchXbased! theory! and!
technique,! and! there! is! a! swampy! lowland! where! situations! are! confusing!
‘messes’!incapable!of!technical!solution.!!The!difficulty!is!that!the!problems!of!
the! high! ground,! however! great! their! technical! interest,! are! often! relatively!
unimportant! to! clients! or! the! larger! society,! while! in! the! swamp! are! the!
problems!of!greater!interest!(p.42).!
(
In!more!complex!executive!coaching!cases,! it! is! likely!that!there!is!not!a!researchX
based!theory!or!technique!that!can!be!simply!applied.!Schon!(1983)!argues!that!in!
these!cases!practitioners!generally!draw!on!their! implicit!and!tacit!knowledge,!their!













practitioner! will! use! reflectionXinXaction! to! adjust! and! adapt,! questioning! what!
happened! and! the! assumptions! that! were! made.! ! As! practitioners! become!
experienced!more!of!their!decisions!and!actions!become!intuitive,!and!their!practice!
can! become! overXlearned,! narrow! and! rigid! and! they! experience! less! of! these!
surprising!moments.! ! In! this!case,! they!need! to!more!actively!pursue! reflectionXinX
action!in!order!to!address!their!overXlearned!practice.!!
!
Reflective!practice! involves!questioning! the!assumptions!and! tacit! knowledge! that!
underpin!a!judgement!or!intuition!made!in!a!particular!situation.!!Fook!and!Gardner!
(2007)!argue!that!reflection!can!provide!insights!into!aspects!of!practice!that!are!not!








Fook! and! Gardner! (2007)! have! also! argued! that! in! a! complex! and! challenging!
environment,!the!application!of!the!formal!or!informal!training!may!not!be!sufficient!to!
meet!the!needs!of!the!situation.!!In!these!situations!they!argue,!professionals!need!to!
adapt! to! the!changing!conditions.!This!might! require!developing!knowledge! that! is!
seen! as! useful! and! relevant! to! these! uncertain! and! ambiguous! situations,! using!




in!many!professions! there! is! little! rigorous! research! that!has! linked! the!benefits!of!
reflective!practice!to!improved!outcomes!to!clients!of!these!professionals.!!!There!are!
some! studies! in! the! nursing! field! that! provide! some! evidence! for! personal!
transformation!such!as!gaining!insights! into!their!practice!(Collington!&!Hunt!2006e!
Turner!&!Belloes! 2007),! questioning! and! challenging! their! practice,! and! individual!
change!(Glaze!2001).!!In!the!field!of!higher!education!and!teaching,!Morrison!(1996)!
found!that!student!teachers!experienced!increased!motivation!for!learning,!growing!
selfXawareness! and! changing! and! widening! perspectives! on! issues.! ! However,!
Morrison!(1996)!also!discovered!that!many!of!the!students!found!the!process!could!
be! painful! as! they! gained! growing! awareness! of! their! lack! of! expertise! and! the!
complexity! of! many! of! the! issues! they! were! exploring.! ! ! Brookfield! (1993)! also!
highlights!some!of!the!dangers!of!reflection!for!practitioners!as!they!realise!the!neverX





There! is! little! in! the! literature! that! explores! reflective! practice! as! it! relates! to! the!
executive!coaching!field.!!In!one!example,!Jackson!(2004)!explores!his!experiences!





















theoretical! perspectives,! practitioner! models! and! limited! robust! research! that!
supports!the!efficacy!of!the!recommended!approaches.!!However,!this!literature!does!
provide! a! theoretical! base! and! a! starting! point! for! the! development! of! the! PAIR!
framework!and!the!application!of!CF!to!executive!coaching.!!It!also!identifies!some!of!
the!issues!that!can!be!explored!in!this!and!further!research!such!as!the!benefits!of!





















The!stratified!nature!of! reality!means! that! research! is!more! than!simply!observing!
events!in!the!empirical!domain!and!developing!theories!to!explain!them.!!Research!
needs! to! go! beyond! the! surface! observations! and! explore! the! ‘deep’! domain,!





interacting! factors.! However,! Pawson! (2006)! argues! that! the! rhythms! and!
associations!of! social! systems!are!constant!enough! that!we!can!navigate! through!





realitye! abduction! and! retroduction! (Danermark! et! al.! 2002).! Both! are! necessary!
because!they!are!the!forms!of!reasoning!that!attempt!to!uncover!the!mechanisms!that!
may!be!causing!a!particular!outcome.!Abductive!thinking!is!a!form!of!logic!that!reviews!












therefore! it! is! impossible! to!make! objective! observations! (Fleetwood! 2005).! ! This!
leads!to!predominantly!a!qualitative!approach!to!research!where!a!CR!perspective!is!
employed! (Fleetwood! &! Hesketh! 2010),! although! mixed! methods! and! some!
quantitative! measures! may! be! used! (Robson! 2002).! For! example,! a! quantitative!
method!may!be!used! to! identify!patterns!of!outcomes! that!appear! in! the!empirical!
domain!of!reality!and!qualitative!methods!used!to!understand!the!mechanisms.!!
!














a! way! of! exploring! how! the! structures! in! the! social! realm! can! influence! these!
internalities!(O’Mahoney!2011).!
4.2( Project(Methodology(
This! research!explores!not! just! the!outcomes!of! the!coaching!but!also!attempts! to!
explain!these!patterns!by!positing!mechanisms!that!have!the!tendency!to!generate!
those! outcomes! and! in!which! contexts! (organisational,! cultural,! local,! historical! or!

















take! into!account! the!concepts!of!structure!and!agency.!Pawson!and!Tilley! (1997)!
argue! that! the! RE! approach! addresses! these! criticisms,! delivering! not! only! an!
understanding!of! the! outcomes!but! also! providing! insight! into!what! is! it! about! the!
programme!that!delivers! those!patterns!of!outcomes! for!which!people!and! in!what!
contexts.!Pawson!and!Tilley!(1997)!have!argued!that!the!versatility!of!RE!research!
designs!and!the!openness!to!different!research!methods!means!that!RE!can!be!used!














key! actors! in! the! programme! and! the! interpersonal! relationships! that! support! the!















In! RE,! theory! takes! the! form! of! CMO! configurations! that! seek! to! explain! why! an!
individual!within!a!particular!context!responds!in!a!particular!way!to!an!intervention!or!
aspect! of! an! intervention.! These! theories! are! developed! at! different! levels! of!
abstraction!or!specification.!At! the!highest! level!of!abstraction! is! the!theory! that!all!

















CMO!configurations! that!articulate! the!aspects!of!how!a!programme!or! initiative! is!
delivered!in!practice.!!Both!forms!of!theories!are!seen!as!a!starting!point!for!research!





study! to!wide!populations.! ! Instead! the!aim! is! the!continual!betterment!of!practice!
through!an!iterative!and!cumulative!research!approach!that!generates!and!refines!a!





The! approach! to! RE! that! Pawson! and! Tilley! (1997)! outline! provides! a! highXlevel!
research!design!but!does!not!specify!a!detailed!process,!however!the!research!cycle!
that!they!describe!has!been!turned!into!a!set!of!steps!by!other!researchers.!!!Blamey!










the! complexity! in! the! current! business! environment.! ! The! possible! outcomes! of! a!
coaching!programme!were!also!identified!by!developing!a!picture!of!the!capabilities!















For! this! project,! phase! two! involved! articulating! the! implicit! programme! and!
implementation! theories! that! were! embedded! in! the! first! version! of! the! coaching!
framework,!a!CF!approach!to!coaching!based!on!the!PPP!framework!(Corrie!&!Lane!
































The!data!analysis! led!to!a!further!revision!of! the!coaching!framework,! the!result!of!
which! is! the! PAIR! framework! that! is! documented! in! section! 6.5.! ! The! revised!









Several! other! approaches! to! the! research! project! were! considered.! ! Possibilities!
included! quasiXexperimental! studies! such! as! implementing! a! coaching! framework!







A! pure! actionXresearch! approach!was! also! considered,! but! I! decided! that! the!RE!
approach!provided!more!structure,!and!the!concepts!of!mechanisms,!contexts!and!







analysis! (Oliver! 2012)! and! the! research! does! not! begin!with! specific! hypotheses,!
theories!or!research!questions!(Gray!2009).!!As!a!CR!perspective!argues!that!all!our!
knowledge!is!theoryXladen!and!data!is!seen!through!a!mindset!of!our!existing!theories!


















Some! authors! have! questioned! if! the! methodology! can! handle! evaluation! of!
programmes! that! involve! complex! interactions! (Marchal,! van! Belle,! van! Olmen,!
Hoerée!&!Kegels!2012)!such!as!those!involved!in!executive!coaching!programmes.!
Representing!theories!in!the!format!of!CMO!configurations!presented!in!tables!may!
imply! a! linear! relationship! that! is! simple! and! easy! to! identify,! whereas! complex!
programmes! are! likely! to! contain! multiXmechanism! interactions,! linked! chains! of!








researcher! to! use! approaches! that! suit! the! realXworld! context! where! formal!










challenge! for! practitionerXresearchers! regardless! of! their! selected! methodology.!
PractitionerXresearchers!are!required!to!maintain!a!reflexive!approach,!which!involves!
constantly!reflecting!on!their!influence!on!the!research!process!(Gray!2009).!!In!this!
project,! the!research!diary!and!reflections!on! the!coaching!sessions! facilitated! this!
reflexive!stance.!In!addition,!the!practitionerX!researcher’s!interpretations!of!situations!
and!data!should!be!verified!where!possible.!In!this!project!this!was!achieved!through!




questions! in!a!way! that! is!consistent!with!my!perspectives!and!with!a!practitionerX
researcher!model.!!While!RE!is!a!relatively!new!approach,!the!flexibility!of!research!
methods!it!offers!means!that!it!can!be!adapted!to!suit!this!project.!!Developing!and!









literature! review! along! with! interviews! with! executives,! HR! executives! and!










my! coaching! practice.! I! selected! leadership! and! leadership! development! fields,!






















Each!document!was! read!and! the! key!points! under! each!of! these!headings!were!
captured! in! the!spreadsheet.!This!provided!a!consolidated!view!of!all! the! literature!
and!contained!all!the!data!in!one!place.!!!
!
The!next!step!was!to! identify! the!key!themes!and! integrate!them!into!a!framework!
using!various!forms!of!data!displays,!such!as!spreadsheets!and!mindXmaps.!Initially,!
I!categorised! the! items!from!the! initial!spreadsheet! into!high! level! themes!such!as!
‘collaborative! leadership! style’,! ‘tolerance! of! ambiguity’! or! ‘culture! of! innovation’.!!
Using!a!method!of!flip!charts!and!postXit®!notes!to!experiment!with!different!groupings!


















A!semiXstructured! interview! format!was!selected!as! this!approach!provided!a!core!
framework! of! questions! but! allowed! the! researcher! to! ask! additional! questions! in!
order! to! ensure! a! shared! understanding! of! the! interviewees’! perspectives,! to! ask!
followXup! questions! and! to! further! pursue! the! interviewees’! lines! of! thought! (Gray!
2009).!!!
!
In!developing! the!questions,! I!kept! in!mind!my!secondary!research!questions!(Q2,!
Q3)! and! was! guided! by! the! framework! of! the! CMO! structure! of! theories! in! RE!
research.! I! was! interested! in! collecting! data! that! related! to! the! context! of! how!
executives!saw!complexity!in!their!business!and!roles,!along!with!potential!outcomes!
of!the!coaching!in!terms!of!capabilities!they!needed.!I!also!wanted!to!use!this!data!to!
triangulate! with! the! literature! search! data! and! to! provide! realXlife! examples! and!
illustrations!of!the!business!context.!To!identify!the!core!questions!I!developed!a!list!






















written! copy.! ! A! first! readXthrough! was! conducted! and! key! points! underlined.! ! A!
second!readXthrough!identified!additional!points!and!in!a!final!readXthrough,!I!added!













The! final!activity! for!phase!one!was! to! identify!an!appropriate!coaching!approach.!!
Literature! on! executive! coaching,! coaching! psychology! and! coaching!models! and!
frameworks!was!selected!and! reviewed.!The! literature!was!critically! reviewed!and!
ideas!for!approaches!to!a!coaching!approach!were!developed!through!reflection!in!

















the! research! project.! CMO! configurations! were! developed! by! analysing! the! PPP!
framework!(Corrie!&!Lane!2010),!and!identifying!the!appropriate!context,!mechanism!










in!an!executive’s! capability! and!achievement!of! the!agreed!purpose!of! the!
coaching!(outcome).!
By! reviewing! the! more! detailed! implementation! theories! embedded! in! the! PPP!










project! and! then! HR! teams! nominated! participants.! ! I! requested! that! nominated!










of! the!programme!and!what!was!required! from!the!participants.! !This!document! is!
included!in!appendix!1.!
!
Having! gained! informed! consent,! the! participants! completed! the!Brain!Resources!




cognitive! tests! (WebNeuro),! which! provide! information! to! support! the! selfXreport!
answers!given!in!the!BRISC.!The!BRISC!assesses!measures!of!selfXregulation!and!




























Two!changes!were!made! to! the!recruitment!process! to! take! into!consideration! the!
cultural!context.!As!the!cohort!had!all!been!volunteered!by!HR!and!considering!the!
hierarchical!nature!of!Singaporean!workplace!culture,! I!spent!extra! time!explaining!





















Having! these! multiple! data! sources! provided! a! form! of! data! triangulation.! ! My!




SemiXstructured! interviews! were! conducted! to! collect! pre! and! postXcoaching! data!
from!both!the!manager!and!participants.!!!The!questions!were!devised!by!considering!
the! data! that! I! would! need! for! later! data! analysis! and! theory! development! and! I!
constructed!the!questions!to!identify!context!factors,!mechanisms!and!outcomes.!!I!






the!manager! and! participant! would! have! knowledge! of! and! be! able! to! answer! in!
sufficient!detail.!
!




The! manager! and! participant! were! asked! the! same! core! questions! for! the! preX
programme! interview,! allowing! me! to! compare! their! answers.! ! The! depth! of!
relationship! between! the! manager! and! participant! was! established! by! gathering!
background!on!how!long!they!had!worked!together,!amount!of!contact!that!they!had!
























coaching! as! well! as! comparing! the!
manager! and! participant’s! view! of!
strengths!and!development!areas.!
5.! In! your! view,! what! makes! an!
effective!leader?!
Context!in!the!way!of!the!manager’s!
approach! to! leadership,! which! may!
also! reflect! leadership!culture! in! the!
organisation.!!Comparing!participant!







6.! Thinking! about! the! organisation!
what! factors! (people,! processes,!
culture!etc.)!do!you!think!will!assist!










A! shortened! set! of! questions! was! asked! of! the! manager! in! the! postXprogramme!
interview!with! the!primary!aim!of!understanding!outcomes! from! the!coaching.!The!
questions!were!designed!to!identify!any!changes!that!the!manager!had!observed!in!





























Identifying! outcomes! and! possible!
mechanisms!of!the!coaching.!
The! confidentiality! of! the! coaching! was!
not! compromised! as! the! manager! was!
only!asked!to!share!what!the!participant!
had! been! willing! to! share! with! them!
voluntarily! in! the! normal! course! of! their!
conversations.! The! managers! were! not!




Structures! or! mechanisms! that! would!













Thinking! about! the! coaching! processe!
what!worked!well!for!you?!!Can!you!think!
of! any! specific! examples! which! you!









What! are! the! examples! of! things! you!
have!gained!from!the!coaching?!(Skills,!




Can! you! provide! any! examples! of!
situations! or! challenges! that! you!
handled! differently! as! a! result! of! the!







In!addition!to! the! interview!data,!a!360°!survey!was!used!to!gather!data!about! the!









In! my! literature! search! I! discovered! the! work! of! Kaiser! and! Overfield! (2010)! in!
measuring! versatility!with! the!Leadership!Versatility! Index! (LVI).! ! The!LVI! takes!a!
different! approach! to! measuring! leadership! behaviours! and! effectiveness.! The!









to! the! left! (X4)! and! overdoing! to! the! right! (+4).! Using! this! approach! to!measuring!







of! behaviours.! A! versatility! score! is! also! provided! at! the! level! of! the! forceful! vs.!
enabling! and! strategic! vs.! operations! dimensions! and! is! also! expressed! as! a!
percentage.! !A!score!of!100%!would! indicate!a!balance!between! these! leadership!
styles.!
!
The! forceful! vs.! enabling! dimension! evaluates! how! someone! leads! and! exerts!
influencee! through! a! topXdown,! power! style! or! through! a!more! enabling! style! that!
creates! the! conditions! for! others! to! contribute.! ! The! strategic! vs.! operational!
dimensions!measure!what!the!manager! is! focused!one! longXterm!positioning!of! the!
company! for! the! future! or! shortXterm! operational! results.! ! The! theory! behind! the!
instrument!is!that!all!dimensions!are!required!in!most!leadership!roles,!particularly!at!
more! senior! levels! and! that! more! versatility! across! these! dimensions! increases!
effectiveness!(Kaiser!&!Overfield!2010).!
!







iterations! of! the! LVI! producing! improved! results! between! versions.! There! were!





for! the!operational! subscale,!but! the! later!version! is!still!within!what! is!considered!
professional! standard! of! practice.! Test! results! also! demonstrate! no! predicted!






specifically!measured! in! the!enabling!and!strategic!scales!some!of! the!behaviours!
that!were!also!identified!in!the!literature!and!formed!part!of!the!Navigator!framework.!!















via! telephone.! There! is! no! indication! in! the! postXprogramme! interviews! that! the!












to! reflect!a! regular!engagement,!as!well!as! for! the!participants! to!benefit! from! the!




















protocols,! code! of! ethics! and! a! section! for! other!materials! such! as! LVI! feedback,!





the! folder!despite!my!encouragement! to!do!so.! !The!coaching!notes!and! learning!
journal! were! collected! from! the! coachee! once! the! coaching! programme! was!
completed.!!
!









After! each! session! I! typed! up! some! notes! and! reflections! while! I! listened! to! the!





A! decision! was! made! not! to! transcribe! the! coaching! sessions! as! the! workload!
involved!was!beyond!what!could!be!combined!with!a!fullXtime!job.!!I!considered!the!
option!of!having!a!research!assistant!to!transcribe!the!sessions!but!was!concerned!
about! providing! access! to! confidential! information! and! I! had! contracted! with! the!
coachees! that! only! I! would! listen! to! the! recordings.! ! I! found! that! listening! to! the!
recordings!several!times!and!making!and!updating!notes!were!adequate!means!for!
me!to!gather!the!data!needed!in!order!to!meet!the!research!objectives.!!I!monitored!




my! reflections! on! the! experience! of! using! and! piloting! this! approach!with! the! first!
cohort!led!to!some!adaptions!in!the!way!that!the!CF!was!developed!with!cohort!two.!!!
!
In! the! first! cohort,! having! identified! the! purpose! and! commenced! information!
gathering,! I! used!multiple! perspectives! and! theoretical! approaches! to! understand!
each! case! and! to! identify! possible! approaches.! ! I! developed! a! narrative! and!
hypotheses!about!the!case!through!the!lens!of!multiple!perspectives!and!by!applying!
different! relevant! theories.! ! In!effect,! this!was!a! topXdown!approach! to!CF.! !A! topX
down!approach!develops!hypotheses!based!on!generalisations!from!a!specific!theory!
or! theories! and! applies! it! to! a! specific! case! (Bieling!&!Kuyken!2003).! ! I! used! the!
theories! and! approaches! with! which! I! was! familiar! and! in! which! I! had! received!
training:!using!the!LVI!as!a!diagnostice!goalXfocused!and!solutionXfocused!coachinge!






Reviewing! the! different! perspectives! and! hypotheses,! I! identified! potential!
opportunities!to!intervene!and!developed!a!process!for!the!coaching,!implementing!
specific! interventions! and! attempting! to! integrate! approaches! from! different!
perspectives!to!address!multiple!factors,!where!appropriate.!!For!example,!using!a!
goalXfocused! approach! to! provide! focus! and!motivation! for! a!measurable! change!





different! perspectives! that! had! different! ontological! and! epistemological! roots! and!









to!consider! factors!at! the! individual!psychological!or! interpersonal! level!as!well!as!
factors!at!the!social!realm.!!Using!a!bottomXup!process!facilitated!the!development!of!
hypotheses!based!on!the!interacting!factors!involved!in!each!case!which!could!then!

































From! this! activity! the! PAIR! framework! was! formed! to! represent! the! highXlevel!




and! to! establish! the! primary! mechanisms! that! had! the! tendency! to! cause! those!




used.! ! These! matrices! attempted! to! link! the! outcomes! from! the! coaching! to! the!
























to! the! coaching! sessions,! and! reXlistening! to! any! sections! that! I! felt! contained!
significant!interactions.!I!reviewed!the!coachee!notes,!learning!journal!and!my!own!









































and! again! towards! the! end! (February! 2014)! to! establish! if!my! level! of! leadership!
maturity! had! increased.! ! The! SCTiXMAP! was! selected! as! a! reliable! measure! of!
constructiveXdevelopmental!level!as!well!as!being!an!instrument!in!which!I!am!trained.!!
Given!the!twoXyear!time!frame!between!testing,!it!was!expected!that!there!would!be!
some!developmental!shift.! !According! to!adult!developmental! theory,!a! later!stage!
would!give!increasing!ability!to!deal!with!complexity!and!therefore!it!could!be!argued,!





The! data! analysis! stage! involved! reviewing! the! learning! journal! and! coaching!







This! data! analysis! led! to! the! development! of! hypotheses! in! the! form! of! CMO!
configurations!that!outline!the!mechanisms!and!context!factors!involved!in!producing!









coaching! per! coachee,! plus! notes,! interview!data,! LVI! data! and! learning! journals.!















A! number! of! the! coachees! were! concerned! about! the! results! of! the! second!










differences! in! the!areas! that!had!been!part!of! the!coaching! focus!and! these!were!



















part! of! the! research! process! raised! ethical! issues! that! are! inherent! to! executive!






issues!as! they!relate! to!psychological! therapy!supervision.! !These!frameworks!are!










right( and( wrong( or( good( and( better,( having( the( resilience( and( courage( to(
implement( these( decisions,( being( accountable( for( ethical( decisions( made(




Many!ethical! issues!arise!within! interactions!and! relationships!with!others!and! the!
third! lens! through! which! these! issues! can! be! viewed! is! termed! the! relational!









conduct!under!which! I! practice! (see!appendix!1)! provided!a! foundation! for! ethical!
practice,!many!of!the!issues!encountered!required!ethical!maturity.!!The!majority!of!
these!concerns!arose!as!a!result!of!interactions!and!relationships!with!the!coachees!
and!other!stakeholders! in! the!organisation,!making! the!ability! to! raise!and!discuss!
concerns!essential!to!being!able!to!resolve!the!issues!collaboratively.!!
!




applied!with! consideration! to! the! local! social! norms.! ! ! This! is! further! rationale! for!











4.5!my! potential! participants!were! nominated! by!HR! contacts,! but! the! decision! to!
participate!was!left!to!the!coachees.!!The!project!briefing!document!emphasised!that!
coachees! were! under! no! obligation! to! participate.! ! In! cohort! one! all! participants!
confirmed! that! they!were!volunteering! for! the!opportunity!and! I!was!confident! that!
none!were!being!coerced!to!participate.!!
!




Despite! this!extra!care! I!still! found!myself!with!a!participant! (SG8)! for!whom!I!had!





with! his! manager,! he! postponed! meetings! at! the! last! minute! or! was! late! for!
appointments.!I!sensed!that!the!coaching!programme!was!not!something!to!which!he!




I!wanted!to!ensure! that! I!was!making!a!correct!assessment!of! the!situation!before!
taking!any!action.!I!also!needed!to!consider!how!to!handle!this!without!a!‘loss!of!face’!
for!either!the!participant!or!HR!leader!involved!and!to!be!sure!that!there!would!be!no!











would!benefit! but! that!he! just! felt! overwhelmed!and!given!a!choice!he!would!now!
withdraw! to! focus! on! the! new! project.! However,! he! was! concerned! about! how!
rejecting!this!development!opportunity!would!be!perceived!by!the!HR!director!and!his!


















cohort! was! that! of! the! psychological! wellbeing! screening! that! I! had! planned! to!
conduct.!!The!understanding!and!acceptance!of!such!screening!in!Singapore!is!still!
at!an!early!stage!and! is!not!widely!practised.! ! I!was!also!aware! that! the! research!
participants!would!be!highly!anxious!about!whether!this!information!would!be!made!
available!to!their!organisations.!!The!main!risk!of!not!running!the!screening!was!that!

















also! encountered! in! executive! coaching! assignments.! ! In! engaging! with! the!
organisation!and! the! research!participant’s!manager! to!gather!data,! the!coachee’s!
manager! would! ask! me! for! an! assessment! of! the! participant’s! potential! or!
performance,!and!in!one!case!whether!the!coachee!should!be!promoted.!While!it!is!
understandable!that!a!manager!would! like! to!use!the!opportunity! to!gather!a! thirdX


















multiple! organisational! stakeholders! and! the! ethical! considerations! are! similarly!
complex.!!!As!Corrie!and!Lane!(2015)!have!observed!in!relation!to!the!supervisory!
relationship,!any!attempt! to!shape!another!person’s!performance!or!behaviour!will!
give!rise!to!ethical! issues.! !Executive!coaching!often!targets!changes!in!a! leader’s!
thinking,!behaviour!or!performance.!These!changes!can!have!broad!effects,!not!only!
within! the! organisation,! but! also! more! broadly! at! the! level! of! industries! and!
economies.! ! ! In!complex!environments! there!can!be!unintended!consequences! to!





confidentiality,! professional! conduct! and! requirement! for! supervision! (see! the!





One! of! the! primary! boundaries! that! executive! coaches! have! to! navigate! is! that!
between!a!commercial!organisation,!where!the!profit!motive!is!of!prime!importance,!
and!their!role!as!a!coach,!which!brings!along!with!it!an!ethic!of!care!for!their!coachee!













During! the! coaching! with! cohort! two,! a! number! of! situations! arose! that! involved!
managing! the! performance! of! employees.! For! these! situations! I! invoked! a! set! of!
values!and!my!experience!in!how!I!have!handled!this!in!my!own!career,!along!with!
knowledge! of! bestXpractice! according! to!Western!management! theory.! ! For! most!
Western! managers! the! process! would! be! to! provide! feedback! and! coaching,!
implement! a! formal! performance! management! process! and! if! all! else! fails,! the!
employee’s!contract!would!be!terminated.!!!This!is!much!less!likely!to!happen!in!an!
Asian!context,!even! in!a!Western!multinational.! !Some! indirect! feedback!might!be!
given!and!often! the!problem! is!addressed!by!moving! the! individual! into!a!different!
role.! Sometimes! the! person! is! even! promoted! to! a!more! senior! role! in! a! support!
function!in!order!to!save!face.!!!There!were!a!number!of!occasions!when!I!was!aware!
that! my! values! and! norms! were! being! challenged! by! how! coachees! and! their!
organisations!handled!these!types!of!situations.!!In!discussions!with!the!coachee,!I!
needed!to!ensure!my!questions!were!supportive!and!genuine!rather!than!questioning!






In! coaching,! as! in! therapeutic! relationships,! there! are! issues! arising! around! the!
dimensions!of! power! and! trust.!Without! trust,! the! coaching! relationship! cannot! be!
effective!and!building!and!maintaining!trust!has!to!be!a!core!concern!throughout!the!
coaching! engagement.! Even! the! most! senior! executive! will! make! themselves!
vulnerable!by!sharing! their! fears,!beliefs!and! thoughts!and!by!doing!so! the!power!
dynamics! can! shift.! !With! less! senior! executives!or! in! crossXcultural! coaching! this!
power! dynamic!may! be! even!more! acute.! Even! if! the! coach! sees! themselves! as!






Pope! and! Vasquez! (2010)! point! to! several! other! forms! of! power! in! a! therapeutic!
relationship! that! similarly! apply! to! coaching.! ! As! coaches,! we! have! the! power! of!
knowledge! such! as! our! understanding! of! coaching! techniques,! psychology,! or!







Along!with! the!ethical!considerations!of!coaching!more!broadly,! this!project! raised!
specific! issues! relating! to! the! development! and! use! of! the! PAIR! framework! in!
coaching.!Firstly,!this!was!a!new!framework!that!was!developed!and!piloted!with!the!
coachees,! which! in! itself! raises! an! ethical! issuee! should! I! trial! something! with!
coachees!that!may!affect!my!competence?!!In!this!case,!the!use!of!the!framework!did!
not!impact!my!ability!to!coach!and!in!fact!supported!my!effectiveness,!but!this!may!
not! always! be! the! case! with! trying! out! new! approaches.! ! Coaches! bringing! new!
techniques!and!tools!into!coaching!should!do!so!with!appropriate!supervision.!!For!











other!ways.! ! The! use! of!CF! is! a!way! to! facilitate! the! appropriate! application! of! a!
coach’s!skills!and!knowledge,!assisting!a!coach!to!identify!appropriate!interventions!
that!are!relevant!to!this!coachee!in!their!context.!!!
Ethical!maturity! as! defined! above! by!Carroll! and! Shaw! (2012),! also! requires! that!
coaches!can!stand!by!their!decisions,!being!able!to!justify!privately!and!publicly!their!
approach!to!a!specific!assignment!as!well!as!ensuring!they!learn!from!their!decisions.!












challenged!and!would! support!my!ability! to! remain! the! facilitator! of! the! coachee’s!
thinking,!rather!than!providing!input!that!may!not!fit!with!the!cultural!context.!
5.3( Conclusion(
Practising! executive! coaching! ethically! means! going! beyond! simply! following! the!




























A! coaching! framework! based! on! a! CF! approach! was! evaluated! and! revised!











The! coaching! framework! has! evolved! as! a! result! of! the! research! and! the! current!


























Four! of! the! seven! executives! interviewed! in! this! phase! specifically! noted! that!
complexity! had! grown! with! increased! globalisation! and! interconnectedness.! As!
executives! in! multinational! organisations,! the! issues! that! result! from! operating! in!
multiple! countries! in! different! stages! of! economic! development! or! economic!
conditions!made!their!roles!more!complex.!!For!example,!a!chief!information!officer!
(CIO)!for!an!international!bank!said:!
The! business! environment! is! hugely! exaggerated! by! the! global! economic!
crisis!...!!I!think!that!is!by!far!the!biggest!influence.!And!why!that!generates!








The!most! common! answer! to! the! question! about! the! complexity! of! their! role!was!





One! participant,! the! chief! marketing! officer! (CMO),! fastXmovingXconsumerXgoods!
(FMCG)!company,!summarised!this!issue!as:!“…!you!can’t!have!a!perfect!world!with!











Another! factor! mentioned! by! two! of! the! interviewees! was! the! increased! need! to!
collaboratee! another! form! of! interconnectedness! between! both! people! and! tasks.!!
With!many! processes! or! projects! spanning! organisations,! executives! find! that! the!
boundaries!between!roles!are!less!clear!and!that!people!are!working!on!similar!or!the!
same! issue!but! from!different!perspectives.!This!means! that! there! is!an! increased!
need!to!collaborate!to!ensure!that!effort!is!not!being!duplicated!or!solutions!that!fix!a!












The! executives! also! recognised! that! they! were! operating! in! an! environment!




























conditions.! ! Although! the! context! for! each! coaching! programme! is! different! these!
examples!identify!the!types!of!challenges!that!executives!currently!experience.!
6.1.1( Executives’(views(of(required(capabilities(
The! executives! were! also! asked! what! capabilities! they! believed! they! needed! to!






control!or!a!directive!style! to!one!of! influence!or!empowerment.! !For!example,! the!
CMO!of!an!FMCG!company!said:!
You’ve!got!to!have!all!the!tools!in!the!tool!kit.!The!challenge!is!to!know!when!
















































don’t! think!you!have! the! traditional! team!that!you!had!before.! !You!need!a!





















toXday! activity! and! take! a! more! strategic! viewpoint.! For! example,! one! executive!
described!needing!to!rise!above!the!noise!and!be!strategic.!The!IT!company!CEO!

































The!other! thing! that’s! important! is! resilience.!To!be!able! to!cope!with! large!
periods!of!uncertainty!and!to!be!able!to!be!persistent!in!the!face!of!complexity.!!
How! do! you! just! continue! to! eat! away! at! this! until! the! solution! becomes!
















In!a!similar!vein! three!executives!also!mentioned! the!need! to!experiment!or!make!





The! head! of! strategy! for! an! international! bank! said! in! relation! to! having!made! a!
decision!that!didn’t!get!the!desired!outcomes:!
You! have! at! least! made! a! decision! and! gone! one! way! even! if! you! have!
discovered!you!need! to!change!course.! !At! least!you!know!more,!and!you!
know!more!not!because!things!have!changed!but!as!a!result!of!the!decision.!
!









required.! ! They!mentioned! the! speed! and! number! of! initiatives! that! leaders!were!
expected!to!implement.!They!also!talked!about!the!murkiness,!lack!of!clarity!and!high!







































of! assignments! with! a! large! Australian! financial! services! organisation.! ! Her!
observation!was!that!leaders!who!did!display!some!of!the!capabilities!identified,!such!
as! seeing! things! from!different! perspectives!and!challenging! the! status!quo,!were!










Along! with! the! data! from! the! executive! interviews,! the! coaches’! answers! provide!
useful!illustration!and!support!for!the!theoretical!perspective!of!the!literature.!!!They!
indicate! that! the! capabilities! are! not! just! about! changing! behaviours! but! that! the!





As!described! in!section! three,! the!Navigator! framework! is!a!conceptual! framework!
that! identifies! the! capabilities,! traits! and! states! that! may! assist! a! leader! in! more!
effectively! navigating! complexity.! This! is! a! distinct! framework! from! the! coaching!





In! the! Navigator! framework,! the! themes! from! the! literature! and! interviews! with!
executives!are!organised!into!a!framework!based!on!a!critical!realist!perspective!(see!
table!6).!!Capabilities!are!organised!into!the!two!realms!of!social!and!intrapersonal!

















































































































of! the! leader! to! enact! the! behaviours! and! approaches! in! the! social! realm.! For!









include! the! culture! of! the! organisation,! national! culture,! societal! expectations! of!
leaders! and! leadership,! the! individual’s! relationships! with! others! and! how! the!
individual!is!perceived.!!At!a!wider!level,!the!environment!would!include!factors!such!
as! the! maturity! of! the! industry! and! industry! trends,! competitive! landscape,! and!
broader!economic!and!political!elements.!These!are!not!generally!under!the!control!
of! the! executive.! However,! they! may! support! or! hinder! the! executive’s! ability! to!









need! to! match! the! complexity! of! the! task,! but! the! coach! needs! the! capability! to!
operate!effectively!in!this!environment.!
!



















PPP! framework! to! each! individual! case! as! a! way! of! developing! individual!
formulations.!This!formed!the!initial!coaching!framework.!!!
6.2.1( Programme(and(implementation(theories(
This! section! outlines! the! initial! theories! that! were! developed! in! phase! two! of! the!
research!project.!!At!a!high!level!of!abstraction!is!the!overall!programme!theory:!!!
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Specific!CMO!configurations! represent! the!detail!of!how! the!coaching!approach! is!
applied!and!form!the!initial!implementation!theory.!
























































































































































































each! of! the! coaching! cases.! ! To! protect! the! privacy! of! the! participants! and!
confidentiality!of! the!coaching,!a!coding!system!has!been!used! to! represent!each!
participant.!!Any!reference!to!industry,!gender!or!age!has!been!removed.!Some!detail!






industries,! levels! of! seniority,! levels! of! complexity! and! varied! challenges.! ! ! This!










management! training! and! few! formal! people! management!




Agreed& purpose:! Improving! performance! as! a! GM,! successfully!




potential! and! attended! formal! leadership! programme.! ! Manager!
supportive! of! coaching! and! has! provided! feedback! on! potential!
career!deXrailers.!
!
Agreed&purpose:!Performing!effectively! in! this!major!project! role,!
which!will!require!improved!interpersonal!skills!such!as!influencing.!!
Also!to!receive!feedback!and!identify!other!development!areas.!
AU3! Australian,! GM! Operations.! In! first! 12! months! of! a! new! rolee!
previously!GM!of!IT!Operations.!Company!investing!in!coaching!and!
leadership! programmes.! Manager! is! passively! supportive! of! the!








functional! field.! ! Highly! regarded! for! technical! capability! and!
knowledge!but! concerns!were! flagged!by!HR!and!manager!about!
some! significant! behavioural! deXrailers.! ! Manager! supportive! and!
actively! involved! in! the! development! process.! Stakeholders! see!
AU4’s!style!as!a!major!barrier!to!future!promotion!opportunities.!
!









programme.! New! manager! was! actively! supportive,! providing!
feedback! and! creating! opportunities! for! AU5.! ! Organisation!
previously!made!little!investment!in!leadership!development.!
!
Agreed& purpose:! Receiving! feedback! and! understanding!
development! needs,! particularly! in! relation! to! empowering,!
delegating!and!developing!team.!
Table'9'Cohort'one'contexts'and'coaching'purposes'
The! participants! and! their! managers! were! asked! to! define! complexity! and! the!
complexity! in! the! participant’s! role! to! capture! the! context! in! which! the! coaching!
programmes!would!be! implemented.! ! !The!key! themes! that!appeared! in! this!data!




of! their! roles! such! as!managing!multiple! stakeholders,! intermingled! coXdependent!
projects,!or!problems!that!had!many!different!elements!and!potential!solutions.!!For!
example.!AU1!talked!about!all!the!projects!that!he!and!his!team!were!managing:!











our! products! and! the! complexity! in! this! project! lies! in! the! many! different!
approaches!that!you!could!take!in!order!to!achieve!the!ultimate!goal.!
!














are! required.! So! I’m! finding! it! quite! complex! in! terms! of! running! strategic!
planning!sessions,!looking!at!objectives!over!a!12Xmonth!period!at!the!same!
time!managing!cost!management!dayXbyXday,! the!delivery!of! [my( function],!
dealing! with! incidents! and! responding! to! the! immediate.! So! that! becomes!
quite!complex!because!you!have!to!jump!from!an!operational!mindset!and!a!
reactive! approach! through! to! having! a! dialogue! with! someone! on! their!
opinions!about![my(function]!in!the!longer!term!…..!Then!you!have!to!switch!














towards!the!end!of! the!coaching!programme!or!soon!after! it!was!completed.! !AU1!
was!confirmed!in!his!position!as!GM!after!12!months!in!an!acting!capacity!and!AU4!
was!offered!three!roles!within!his!organisation,!some!at!two!levels!above!his!current!
role.! ! AU5! was! given! a! much! broader! operational! leadership! role! that! spanned!
multiple!functions!after!acting!in!his!manager’s!role!(head!of!operations)!for!a!3Xmonth!
period!during! the!coaching.! In!all! three!cases,! the!participants!and!their!managers!











positive! changes! in! the! overall! versatility! scores,! indicating! greater! versatility! of!
leadership!behaviours,!and!in!the!specific!behavioural!areas!that!had!been!a!focus!
for!the!coaching.!!For!three!out!of!the!five!there!were!negative!changes!in!the!overall!
LVI! scores! indicating! less! overall! leadership! versatility,! but! despite! this! they!were!








•! Complex! organisational! change! project! successfully!
implemented.!
•! Taking!on!significant!challenge!such!as!opening!new!offices!




•! Greater! awareness! of! a! need! to! be! ‘right’,! to! have! the!
answers,!and!how!his!behaviours!drove!team!behaviour.!
•! Leading! and! managing! in! a! more! mindful! waye! not! just!








•! Improved! score! in! specific! behavioural! pair:! receptive! to!
pushback! X1.23! to! X0.77,! and! defends! position! +0.92! to!









•! Recognised! by! manager! as! having! improved! ability! to!
influence!and!manage!stakeholders.!
•! Recognised! by! manager! as! having! improved! people!
management!capability.!
LVI!outcomes:!
•! LVI!score!decreased! from!90%!to!89%,! indicating!slightly!
less!balance!across!the!leadership!dimensions.!





















•! Overall! versatility! score! decreased! from! 81%! to! 78%!
indicating!less!balance!between!the!leadership!dimensions.!
•! Some! specific! behaviours! improved:! doing! slightly! more!
empowers,!X1!to!X0.67!and!less!stepping!in!when!problems!
arise! +0.9! to! +0.5,! showing! the! development! of! a! more!
enabling!style.!




















•! FXE! dimension! improved! from! 79%! to! 88%! indicating! a!
substantial!shift!away!from!previous!forceful!behaviours!and!
adopting!more!enabling!behaviours.!




















•! !FXE! dimension! improved! from! 80%! to! 84%! indicating! a!





•! SXO! dimension! improved! from! 83%! to! 89%! indicating! a!
better! balance! between! strategic! and! operational!
leadership.!









diverse! mix! of! participants! by! industry,! age! and! cultural! background.! Table! 11!






duties! with! previous! high! achievement! and! long! working! hours.!
Manager! supportive! and! actively! engaged! in! process,! providing!
ongoing! feedback.! Company! culture! tough,! hardXdriving! and!
masculine.!
!
Agreed& purpose:! Exploring! SG1’s! motivations! and! drivers! for!
current!and!future!roles,!receive!feedback!and!address!any!specific!
development! issues.!Key!stakeholder!would! like! to!see!SG1!drive!
her!team!a!little!harder,!getting!results!through!others!and!influencing!
peers!more!effectively.!
SG2! Singaporean,! recently! appointed! to! run! a! department! for!
Singaporean!company.!Transitioning!to!the!new!role!as!the!coaching!
started.! ! Facing! many! complex! issues! in! taking! over! a! poorly!
managed,! complacent! team.! Traditional! hierarchical! leadership!
culture.!!Manager!actively!supportive,!engaged!in!coaching!process.!
!




limited! formal! management! training.! Traditional! hierarchical!
leadership! culture.! Manager! passively! supportive,! little! regular!












style! with! peers! a! barrier! to! the! next! career! move.! Traditional!







SG5! Singaporean,! GM! (country! manager)! for! large! multinational!
company.!!Based!in!Mongolia!and!been!in!this!role!for!7!years!and!
with!company!for!11!years.!!Challenging!environment!and!seeking!
to!move!to!another! role!as!SG5!felt! forgotten! in!Mongolia.!People!
processes! not! well! established! and! leadership! team! capability!
lacking.!!New!manager!appointed!during!coaching.!
!
Agreed& purpose:! Increase! confidence,! be! more! assertive! and!
proactive!and!achieve!a!new!position.!
SG6! Malaysian,! GM! (country! manager)! for! large! multinational.!!
Transitioning!to!new!role!in!Indonesia!as!the!coaching!started.!!With!
company!for!6!years.!!Very!competent!GM!but!facing!a!bigger!and!




Agreed& purpose:! Make! a! successful! transition! to! new! role! and!
address!any!specific!feedback.!
SG7! Singaporean,! regional! director! for! large! multinational! company.!!!
Been!in!role!for!12!months!after!being!promoted!two!levels,!from!sole!
contributor!to!middle!manager!role,!with!a!team!of!35!people.!!Totally!
















Complexity! –! many! parties! got! involved….! When! coming! to! issues! and!
problems,!technical!problems!are!not!a!problem.!!!They!can!be!overcome.!As!
long!as!there!are!human!beings,!there!is!complexity.!!If!there!are!many!people!












cohort! two! is! that!of!managing!across! the! region!and! the!differences! in!culture!or!
stage!of!economic!and!social!development.! !For!example!SG5’s!manager,!a! very!
experienced!expat! leader,!describes! the!challenges!of!operating!a!multinational! in!
Mongolia:!!























Complexity! to!me! is!where! there!are!many!variables,!and!a! lot!of! interplay!














I! guess! it’s! situations! where! you! don’t! have! the! full! control.! ! Obviously!
































participants! improved! their! overall! leadership! versatility! score,! one! remained! the!
same!and!one!decreased.!!However,!in!this!case!all!participants!were!rated!as!being!












interaction! of! factors! in! the! environment! with! personal!
factors.!
•! Some!specific!behavioural!changes!–!being! less!directive,!






•! Overall!versatility! increased! from!86%!to!87%! indicating!a!
slight!improvement!in!overall!leadership!versatility.!
•! Improvement! in! some! specific! behaviours:! gives! direction!
+0.62!to!+0.21,!defends!position!+0.85!to!0,!which!indicates!
doing!less!of!these!more!directive!leadership!behaviours.!
•! Increase! in! overall! effectiveness! rating! from! 7.79! to! 7.84!













•! Recognised! by! direct! reports! and! peers! as! having!
accomplished!a!lot!in!a!difficult!situation.!
LVI!outcomes:!
•! Overall! versatility! score! increased! from! 83%! to! 91%!





•! Increasing! forceful! leadership! behaviours! improved! the!





















•! Greater!awareness!of! current!mental!models,! such!as!his!
decisionXmaking! framework! that! was! previously! subX
conscious.!
•! Developed! understanding! of! what! is! required! for! selfX
development!in!terms!of!motivation,!goals!and!focus.!
LVI!outcomes:!
•! Increase! in! overall! versatility! score! from! 86%! to! 88%!
indicating!an!increase!in!overall!leadership!versatility.!
•! FXE! dimension! 85%! to! 88%! indicating! a! better! balance!
between!forceful!and!enabling!leadership!behaviours.!
•! SXO!dimension!increased!from!87%!to!88%!with!an!increase!
in! more! strategic! leadership! behaviours! with! specific!
improved! scores! in! launched! change! X0.88! to! X0.38,!



















•! Overall! versatility! score! increased! from! 91%! to! 93%!
representing! a! small! increase! in! overall! behavioural!
versatility.!
•! FXE! dimension! 90%! to! 91%! indicates! a! more! effective!
balance! between! forceful! and! enabling! leadership! styles,!
with!specific!improvement!(decrease)!in!forceful!behaviours!
that!were!a!focus!of! the!coachinge!assertive! in!making!her!
point! improved! from! +0.56! to! +0.38e! open! to! influence!
improved! from! X0.56! to! X0.25e! defends! her! position!












































•! Overall! versatility! score! improved! from! 84%! to! 86%!
indicating!an!increase!in!behavioural!versatility.!
•! SXO! dimension! 83%! to! 87%! indicating! a! better! balance!
between! strategic! and! operational! leadership,! with!
improvement!on!some!specific!behaviours:!spends!time!and!
energy!on!longXterm!planning!increased!from!X0.47!to!X0.2e!










•! More! confident! in! dealing! with! difficult! conversations! and!
people!management!situations.!
•! Successfully!managed!several!very!difficult!people!issues.!
•! Insight! into! the! different! values,! experiences! and! cultural!












theory! that! coaching! programmes!using! a!CF!approach!did! have! the! tendency! to!
increase!the!participants’!abilities!to!navigate!complexity.!The!outcomes!indicate!that!






role,! such! as! managing! multiple! complex! projects,! stepping! up! to! roles! involving!
complex!people!management!issues!or!managing!multiple!stakeholder!groups.!!
!
There! is! also! evidence! that! the! coaching! had! the! tendency! to! develop! specific!
capabilities!identified!in!the!Navigator!framework!and!that!were!measured!by!the!LVI!
survey.!Overall!versatility!as!measured!by!the!LVI!increased!in!a!total!of!seven!of!the!











At! the! intrapersonal! level! there! is! evidence! of! increased! selfXknowledge! such! as!
reported!by!SG1,!SG3,!SG4!and!SG6!in!cohort!two.!!Increased!confidence!to!act!in!
situations!of!ambiguity!also! increased! in! five!of! the!12!cases!and! there!was!some!
increase! in!situational!awareness!such!as!described!by!SG4! in!understanding! the!
triggers!for!emotional!reactions!and!considering!how!others’!were!feeling.!
6.2.8( Complexity(of(measuring(outcomes(
Although!seven!out!of! the! twelve!achieved! improved!LVI!scores,! there!were!some!
contradictions! in! the! scores,! such! as! increased! versatility! scores! but! decreased!
effectiveness! and! vice! versa.! ! These! results! highlight! the! challenge! of!measuring!
















In! other! cases,! the! expectations! of! the! direct! reports! and! their! discomfort! with!
changes!in!behaviour!by!their!manager!could!also!affect!the!ratings.!!There!were!a!
number! of! instances! where! the! direct! report! ratings! decreased! although! overall!
versatility!score!increased!and!the!manager!and!peers!scored!the!participant!more!
highly!after!the!programme.!!The!direct!reports!may!not!like!the!changes!in!behaviour,!
it!may!be! counter! to! their! expectations! of! the! leader! or! the! direct! reports!may!be!
uncomfortable!that!the!change!in!a!leader’s!behaviour!meant!they!had!to!adapt.!
!
In! cohort! two! there! are! also! cultural! considerations! to! consider! when! using! an!






As! the! LVI! is! a! 360°! instrument! there!was! also! the! challenge! that! aspects! of! the!
cultural!norms!in!Asia!do!not!support!giving!direct!feedback!and!therefore!some!direct!
reports!and!peers!may!be!uncomfortable!with!completing!the!survey!as!critically!or!
































































































...it’s!not!something!that!you!get! from!other!people,! they!tend!to! tolerate!or!
make!amends! for! it!and!perhaps!go!away!unsatisfied.!By!having!someone!





































I! think! that!was!a! real!positive!and! that! really!changed!my!attitude! to!even!
conducting!myself!in!the!role.!
!



































and!books.!While! I!didn’t! read!all! the!books,!a! lot!of! the! time! I!couldn’t!get!
access!to!the!books!but!I!googled!them!and!I!got!excerpts!from!them!or!the!
highlights!–! the!dummies!versions!of! these!books!–!and! it!helped.! It! really!
helped!a!lot.!
!
A!specific! form!of!providing! input!was!an! important! factor! for!SG7,!a! reassurance(
mechanism.! This! means! providing! support! and! reassurance! to! a! coachee! facing!












Most! of! the! coachees! in! cohort! one! were! either! experienced! managers! or! had!
attended!leadership!or!management!training!programmes.!!This!meant!that!they!often!
had!the!raw!materials!to!understand!what!behavioural!changes!that!they!needed!to!





the! theory! that! they! had! learned! relevant! to! them,! relating! it! specifically! to! their!
































An! element! that! contributes! to! developing! this! positive! relationship! was! coach(
credibility,( a! mechanism! that! emerged! in! four! of! the! cases.! ! These! coachees!
mentioned! credibility! as! being! a! key! factor! in! them! trusting!me! and! the! coaching!




































I! think! then! establishing! some! clear! goals! for! the! coaching! was! really!




























specific! reflection! to! review! what! worked,! what! could! be! changed! and! what! the!
coachee!learned!in!trying!something!new,!or!was!simply!reflecting!on!what!they!had!





































coachee,!and! the!broader!context!as!well!as! factors!of! the!coaching! framework!or!
intervention.!!At!the!individual!level!for!both!participant!and!coach!these!interacting!
factors! include! goals,! values,! personality,! habits! and! defences,! history,! genetics,!
physiology,! mental! models! and! theories,! skills! and! abilities! (Cavanagh! 2006).!
Untangling!this!complex!web!of! interacting!factors! is!difficult,!however! in!reviewing!
the!data! from! the!12!case!studies! it! is!possible! to! identify!context! factors! that!are!
associated! with! the! identified! mechanisms! and! outcomes.! These! patterns! are!






part! in!many!of! the!mechanisms.! !The! first!of!which! is! the! reflective(space! that!all!
participants! recognised! as! an! important!mechanism.! Coachees! were! open! to! the!




the! elements! in! creating! this! reflective! space! was! identified! by! SG2,! probing!




























































































There!was!an! interesting! pattern! that! emerged!between! the!contextualisation! and!
providing(input!mechanisms.!!In!most!cases,!where!providing(input!was!an!identified!
mechanism,! the! coachee! either! had! little! formal! management! training,! the!
organisation!had!not!yet!invested!in!significant!leadership!development!initiatives!or!
there!was!a! lack!of! formal!management!processes.! In!contrast,! in! the!case!of! the!
contextualisation! mechanism,! the! organisations! had! well! established! formal!
management!processes,!leadership!competencies!and!the!participants!had!received!
management! or! leadership! development.! In! addition,! the! coachees! identifying! the!














































and! this! relied!on! their!openness!along!with! the!ability!of! the!coach! to!create! this!
positive!space.!!Part!of!establishing!a!relationship!of!trust!was!the!credibility!of!the!
coach.!!There!is!an!interesting!pattern!in!those!that!found!coach(credibility!to!be!a!key!
mechanism.! !These!participants!were! technical! experts!and!were! in!organisations!
that!valued!technical!expertise!or!were!in!a!social!culture!that!valued!formal!education!
and!experts,!such!as!Singapore.!



































complex! situation! and! were! willing! to! share! their! thoughts! and! concerns.! ! This!
mechanism!also!relied!on!the!coach!being!able!to!facilitate!the!conversation.!
























































he!had! the! tendency! to!stick! to!operational! issues! if!he!set! the!agenda!versus! if! I!
guided!the!conversation!to!a!more!reflective!learning!space.!
!





































that! a! coaching! approach! based! on! CF! had! the! tendency! to! develop! leadership!
capabilities! and! increase! the! ability! to! navigate! complexity.! The! outcome! study!





















coaching! framework! that! represented! the! whole! system! of! coaching! involved! in!
applying!the!CF!approach.!Important!elements!of!the!coaching!identified!in!the!data!
such! as! the! coaching! relationship,! interactions! and! interventions! needed! to! be!
included! in! a! coaching! framework.! ! The! framework! also! needed! to! capture! the!








Reviewing! the! data! from! the! learning! journal,! session! notes! and! reflections! on!
coaching!sessions,!I! identified!that!the!activities!involved!in!using!the!CF!approach!
could!be!grouped!into!four!clusters.!!These!clusters!formed!the!basis!for!the!revised!








involved! in! creating! the! conditions! for! the! mechanisms! and! outcomes! to! be!
generated,!not!just!the!development!of!the!CF.!!The!following!sections!outline!the!four!
framework! spaces,! describing! each! element! and! identifying! the! associated! CMO!
configurations.!
6.5.1( Purpose(





focus! and! contains! the! coaching! assignment!within! some! boundaries,! even! if! the!
purpose! is! somewhat! highXlevel! or! broadXranging! at! first! (CMO#2).! ! The! purpose!





Purpose! in! the!context!of! this! framework!aims! to!answer!questions!such!as! those!
outlined!in!what!is!the!purpose!in!working!with!the!coachee?!What!do!they!wish!to!
achieve?! (Corrie! &! Lane! 2010e! Lane! &! Corrie! 2009).! ! Executive! coaching!






problem! to! be! solved.! This! issue! is! often! based! on! dissatisfaction! with! a! current!
situation!along!with!a!desire!to!improve!that!situation!and!achieve!an!improved!state!
or!capability!(Lane!&!Corrie!2009).!!The!purpose!element!of!the!coaching!framework!
is! distinct! from!specific! goals! that!may!or!may!not! be! set! as!part! of! the! coaching!
process,!which!in!this!framework!are!considered!an!intervention.!!Setting!very!specific!
























for! a! coaching! assignment! to! be! successful,! the! coach! needs! to! engage!with! the!
broader!system!in!which!the!coachee!is!situated,!such!as!meeting!the!participant’s!
manager.!This!provides!an!opportunity! for! the!coach! to!establish! the! role! that! the!
manager! or! other! stakeholders! in! the!organisation!will! playe! for! example,! how! the!
manager!or!other!sponsors!will!provide!ongoing!feedback!to!the!coachee!or!the!coach!
and! how! they! will! support! the! coachee’s! development.! ! There! will! also! be! an!





the! coachee! has! within! the! organisation,! and! how! coaching! is! viewed! and!
experienced!in!the!organisation.!
!
This! last! point! is! an! important! consideration.! For! example,! is! coaching! used! and!









Early! in! the! coaching! engagement! the! coach! can! use! the! articulated! purpose! to!
evaluate! if! the! services! they! provide! are! appropriate! or! should! the! participant! be!
referred! elsewhere! (Corrie! &! Lane! 2010).! The! coach! needs! to! assess! the!
appropriateness!of!their!skills,!experience,!training!and!ability!to!assist!the!coachee!
in!meeting!the!desired!purpose.!This!can!be!a!tough!decision!for!coaches!who!rely!
on! their! organisational! clients! for! their! income! and! are! worried! about! damaging!
relationships!with!the!client!organisation.!!In!the!case!of!the!12!coaching!cases!for!
this!project! it!was!clear! that! the!purpose!was!well!within!my!expertise!as!a!coach.!!






















sounds! less! psychological! than!CF! and! references! the! purpose! of! the! activity! as!
articulated!in!my!definition!of!coaching!CF:!
An(individualised(explanatory(account(of(the(dynamic(interacting(factors(that(
predispose,( precipitate( or( maintain( specific( behaviours( or( situations,( and(
those(that(may(enable,(support(and(catalyse(change.(The(case(formulation(
acts( as( a( shared( framework( for( understanding( the( current( situation( and(
identifying(multiple(pathways(to(sustainable(positive(change.(
!
The!PAIR! framework! applies! a!CR! and! systems! perspective! as! the! underpinning!
perspective.!!!The!complexity!of!executive!coaching!engagements!requires!the!ability!
to! see! the!whole!picture,! identifying! the!web!of! interacting! factors! involved! in! any!
case.!Wheatley! (1999)!has!argued! that! linear! thinking!hampers!creativity!and! that!
seeing!the!wholeness!of!any!complex!situation!is!a!new!skill.! !The!CR!perspective!
provides!a!framework!that!facilitates!this!thinking!across!multiple!realms!and!domains,!



















This! framework! enables! the! coach! and! coachee! to! consider! the! issues! and!
opportunities! from!many!different!perspectives!and!to!design!an!approach!that!will!
best!suit!the!individual!and!their!circumstances!(CMO#5).!!For!example,!if!a!coachee!
wishes! to! develop! a! more! empowering! leadership! style! there! are!many! potential!
avenues!for!exploration!–!at!the!social!level,!what!types!of!interactions!and!behaviours!



















































































































The!account! is!developed! throughout! the!coaching,!being!updated!and! revised!as!
more!information!is!uncovered,!hypotheses!are!tested!and!actions!and!interventions!
take!place.!Initial!coaching!conversations!may!be!focused!on!information!collection!
and! hypothesis! generation! but! this! may! well! continue! throughout! the! coaching!

































The!primary!driver! for! the!behaviour! the!company!sees!as!problematic! is!a! fear!of!
failure,!which! in!her! current! context!may!be! failure! to!deliver!a!project! to!her!high!
standards.! ! ! If! someone! looks! like! getting! in! the! way! of! her! ability! to! deliver! she!
manages!her!anxiety!by!becoming!hyperXrational!and!escalating!her!assertiveness.!!
This!escalates!if!they!refuse!to!be!‘rational’.!!!She!does!not!recognise!any!value!in!the!




















administering! psychometric! or! other! forms!of! assessment.! It!may!also! involve! the!
coachee! experimenting! with! different! approaches,! enacting! an! action! plan! and!
measuring! the! results!or! introducing!a!specific! intervention!based!on!a! theoretical!




The!process! is!an!outline!of!how! the!coach!and!coachee!will!work! together.! !This!






While! the! coach! may! have! a! plan,! it! needs! to! be! flexible! to! accommodate! new!
information! and! events! that! unfold.! ! Developing! and! reviewing! the! account! will!




















A!good!example!of! this!was!observed! in! the!case!of!AU3!who!had!a!major!health!
issue!to!manage.!!Having!agreed!that! it!would!be!helpful!for!her!to!continue!in!the!
coaching! programme,! the! focus! and! purpose! of! the! coaching! shifted! from! her!





ways! to! increase! her! overall! wellbeing,! and! discussing! specific! issues! or! major!
decisions! she!was! facing.! ! The! account! that! I! had! developed! had!many! different!






No! single! process! will! fit! each! situation! as! each! account! reflects! the! individual!




broader! environment.! ! ! The! difference! in! starting! point! may! make! a! significant!
difference!to!the!process!and!outcomes!of!the!coaching.!!As!one!example,!coaching!
three!people!in!the!same!company!in!cohort!two!(SG4,!SG2!and!SG3)!showed!how!










then! introduce!other!elements! to!help! the!client!see!different!perspectives,! factors!
that!they!hadn’t!considered!before!and!to!encourage!the!coachee!to!explore!how!they!
might!be! influencing! the!outcomes.! ! In! this!way! the!account! is!coXcreated!with! the!
coachee!and!should!incorporate!hypotheses!and!actions!that!make!sense!to!them.!
The!coaching!may!expand! their! thinking! from! this! starting!point,! if! appropriate.! !A!






need! to! disrupt! the! current! patterns! in! some! way.! ! From! a! complex! systems!
perspective,!creative!disorder!is!a!key!player!in!any!change!process!as!this!disruption!
can! enable! the! system! to! selfXorganise! into! new!ways! of! being! (Wheatley! 1999).!!





At! the! heart! of! the! coaching! system! are! the! interactions! between! the! coach! and!
coachee.! ! Through! these! interactions! the! conditions! for! learning! and! change! are!



















StoutXRoston! (2006)! has! developed! a! code! book! of! coaching! interventions! that!
attempts! to! capture! the! elements! within! coaching! conversations! that! may! act! as!
interventions.!!This!includes!types!of!questions!asked,!types!of!reflective!statements,!








of! change! as! it! is! through! the! relationship! that! the! coachee! can! explore! their!
experience.! ! A! positive! relationship! requires! the! coach! to! be! able! to! demonstrate!
empathy,! unconditional! positive! regard! and! authenticity.! These! qualities! allow! the!
coachee! to!experience!a!sense!of!being!known!and! through! this,!help! them!know!
themselves! too! (Stober! 2006).! ! A! number! of! studies! have! found! that! a! positive,!










As! identified! in! the! context! factors! in! the! case! study! data,! the! development! of! a!
positive!relationship!also!requires!the!active!participation!of!the!coachee.!!It!is!difficult!
to!work!effectively!with!a!coachee!who!is!not!willingly!and!actively!participating!in!the!























clearly! identified! and! so! testing! hypotheses! is! one! way! of! generating! more!
information.!
!
If! the! coach! chooses! not! to! fully! coXconstruct! the! account,! hypotheses! about! the!
coachee’s! situation!can!be!shared!and!discussed.! !This! is!one!way!of! testing! the!
hypotheses!as!well!as!gathering!additional! information.! !Sharing! the!picture!of! the!
interacting!factors!and!the!system!as!the!coach!sees!it!can!be!helpful!to!the!client!and!
from!which! they! can! generate! their! own! hypotheses.! ! One! example! came! in! the!
sessions!with!AU1!where!we!explored!his!experience!of!the!culture!of!the!organisation!
and! how! it! had! developed! under! the! previous!managing! director.!We! related! this!












Based! on! the! account,! specific! interventions! are! introduced! into! the! coaching!
sessions!or!agreed!actions!are!conducted!by!the!coachee!between!sessions.!As!each!
coachee’s! case! and! account! are! different,! the! interventions! will! vary! but! are! all!
derived!from!the!account.!!The!findings!from!the!case!studies!in!this!project!illustrate!







specific! questioning! frameworks,! or! techniques! from! different! modes! of! coaching!









In! complex! cases,! it! is! likely! that! solutions! will! address! different! elements! of! the!
system!and!the!account!forms!the!basis!for!developing!creative!solutions!and!what!
Schon! (1987)! calls! professional! artistry.! It! is! the! development! of! the! account! that!
provides!the!basis!for!selecting!purposeful!interventions!that!form!a!coherent!solution,!
rather!than!a!mixXandXmatch!approach!which!has!no!theoretical!framework!to!hold!it!
together.! ! !This!professional!artistry! includes! introducing! interventions! that!are!not!
planned!for!a!specific!session!because!information!emerges!that!changes!the!picture!
or!leads!to!a!different!realm!of!exploration.!It!is!impossible!to!predict!what!may!happen!
in!each!session!and!while!holding!the!account! in!mind!is! important,! it! is!used!as!a!
guide!rather!than!a!fixed!plan!for!each!session.!!
!
Whatever! interventions! are! introduced,! complex! systems! with! many! interacting!








component! and! is! therefore! integral! to! the! PAIR! framework.! ! As! with! the! other!
elements,! it! is! not! intended! that! there! is! a! separate! reflection! stage,! although!
reflection!may!be!a!specific!separate!activity.!Instead!there!is!a!dynamic!interplay!of!






mean! changes! in! core! assumptions! and! beliefs,! increased! selfXawareness,!
motivation,! or! coaching! skills! and! competence.! It! may! also! result! in! generating!
insights!into!connections!and!interactions!or!avenues!for!change.!
!
This!process!of! the! interaction!between! the! information! from! the!coachee!and! the!
coach’s!personal!reflective!space!is!well!described!by!Cavanagh!(2006)!in!the!three!
reflective!spaces!model:!
Here! it! continues! to! interact! with! the! coach’s! experience,! mental! models,!
emotions,!personality,!history,!and!so!on,!and!we!begin!to!see!patterns!as!the!
client’s! data! elicits! ideas,! images,! metaphors,! and! theories.! ! Meaning! or!


















with! the!process!of!developing! the!account.!This! takes! several! forms:! to!evaluate!
what!assumptions!or!biases!are!reflected!in!decisions!about!what!is!included!or!not!
and! to! question! if! different! perspectives! or! theories! could! be! usefule! looking! for!
connections! between! the! elements! in! the! account,! and! generating! alternative!
hypotheses! to!be! tested.!This!might!be!done!both!during! the!session!and! in!postX
session!reviews.!
!
Reviewing! coaching! sessions! is! another! reflective! activity! that! is! very! useful.! In!
professional!practice!I!would!not!normally!record!my!sessions!but!having!recorded!
the!coaching!sessions!and!used!them!for!reflection!as!part!of!my!research,!I!believe!
on! occasion! it! is! useful! to! do! so,! assuming! the! permission! of! the! coachee! and!
organisational!client.!It!can!be!quite!confronting!to!listen!to!coaching!sessions!but!it!




























can! be! a! useful! prompt! to! examine! what! is! happening.! ! This! jolt! might! be! an!






which! provided! an! opportunity! to! reflect! in! the!moment! and! adapt! to! the! ongoing!
interaction! or! try! another! approach.! This! is! particularly! the! case! in! crossXcultural!














and!what!part! I’m!playing! in! the!conversation!being!stuck! (my!values,!beliefs!and!
assumptions! or!my! question! or! approaches! for! example)! can! help! develop! some!






The!other! key! reflective!activity! is!professional! supervision!and! this! supported! the!
development!of!my!reflective!capabilities.!!Through!the!research!project,!I!had!formal!




















In! practice,! coaching! interactions! will! often! involve! operating! in! all! spaces! (and!
sometimes! simultaneously)! in! a! fluid! and! iterative! fashion! with! one! conversation!












































my! framework!with! other! coaches!who!will! have! different! perspectives,! additional!
CMO! configurations! would! add! to! and! modify! the! underpinning! implementation!
theory.!
6.6( Coach(Development(Case(Study(
The! coaching! framework! is! one! factor! in! increasing! coaching! effectiveness! and!
another!factor!is!the!capability!of!the!coach!in!applying!the!framework.!The!third!aim!
of! this! project! was! to! explore! the! professional! development! outcomes! and!
mechanisms!of!development!for!a!coach!in!completing!the!research!project!and!using!
the!coaching!framework.!The!highXlevel!programme!theory!being!evaluated!was!that!

























statistical! analyses! of! the! answers,! with! later! stage! answers! weighted!more! than!




























achiever! with! a! TPR! of! 4/5.! ! This! meant! that! while! I! was! making! sense! of! my!









experience! from! the! perspective! of! a! solid! individualist! with! a! beginning!
capacity!to!see!self!in!a!more!systematic!and!patternXconscious!way.!…You!
have! clearly! shifted! away! from! the! achiever! towards! a! more! fully! postX
conventional! way! of! making! sense! of! things.! This! is! especially! evident! in!





These! results! indicate! a! shift! away! from! the! rational,! goalXdriven,! futureXfocused!
mindset!of!the!achiever!actionXlogic!to!being!more!focused!on!the!experiences!of!the!
moment!and!myself!as!the!experiencer!along!with!the!systems!awareness!and!multiX













going! beyond! the! traditional! scientific! approach! to! explore! the! social! and! cultural!
assumptions,!making! these!visible! to! themselves!and!others!(CookXGreuter!2006).!!
This! is! evident! in! the!CR!approach! to!CF! that! I! applied! as!well! as! in! how! I! have!
integrated! other! perspectives! into! my! coaching! practice.! For! example,! the!
constructiveXdevelopmental!perspective!has!been!of!particular!use!in!understanding!
what!approaches!may!be!most!effective!depending!on!the!actionXlogic!of!the!coachee.!!!!



























































At! the!start!of! the!project! I!had!very! little!awareness!of! the!CF!approach!or!how! it!




the!case! to!update! the!account!and! to!develop!hypotheses!assisted!me! in!seeing!
links!and!in!considering!the!whole!picture!rather!than!just!seeing!the!case!through!




and! using! the! coaching! framework,! such! as! asking! more! effective! questions,!
providing! effective! feedback! and! creating! a! reflective! space.! ! Reflections! in! the!
learning! journal!point! to! the!development!of! these!skills!such!as! the!entries! in! the!




how! the! coachee! understands! it,! particularly! in! a! crossXcultural! context.! ! My!
awareness!of!this!was!raised!on!reflection!on!a!‘critical!incident’!with!SG5.!!We!had!
been! using! the! term! ‘accountability’! and! I! made! the! assumption! that! SG5! would!
understand! that! there!are!various!ways!of!holding!people!accountablee!expressing!




losing! informal! rewards,! or! formal! disciplinary! processes.! For! SG5,! being! held!
accountable! had! only! a! single! meaninge! that! you! were! going! to! lose! your! job.!
Consequently!when!several! of! his! team! failed! to!deliver! on!a!project,! he! took! the!











methodology.! Extracts! from! the! learning! journal! illustrate! my! exploration! of! the!
appropriate!methodology,!attempting!to!understand!and!modify!an!RE!approach!and!
experimenting!with!data!analysis!methods.!!!With!little!published!research!conducted!




To! complete! this! project,! I!made!a! broad! sweep!of! the! literature! and! I! needed! to!




reflections! that!much! of! the! literature! on! leadership! development,! particularly! that!
applying! complexity! theory! to! leadership,! is! highly! theoretical! with! little! practical!
































Reading!Wheatley! (1999):! In! order! for! a! system! to! change! and! grow! the!







This! interaction! between! expanding( knowledge! and! journaling( is! also! linked! to!
improved!coaching!practice!as!in!the!example!below!from!the!learning!journal!dated!
April!2012:!























perspectives! into!my!coaching.! !For!example,! in!April!2012!I!attended!a!workshop!
with!Susanne!CookXGreuter!for!training!in!using!the!SCTiXMAP!and!a!constructiveX
developmental!approach!to!coaching.! !Understanding!the!theory! is!a!starting!point!
but! working! out! how! to! apply! it! requires! practical! experience.! In! this! case,! the!
experiential( learning!mechanism!also! interacted!with! the!both! the!supervision! and!
reflective( processes! mechanisms.! ! Professional! supervision! provided! the! support!
needed! to! discuss! cases! from! a! constructiveXdevelopmental! perspective! and!
integrate!this!perspective!into!the!account!for!specific!coachee!case!studies.!
!




Reflective( processes( were! identified! in! the! learning! journal! as! an! important!






was!primarily! linked! to! the!outcomes! in! research!capability,!but!also! in!developing!
coaching!practice.!My!supervisor!would!question!and!challenge!my!ideas!and!provide!
feedback! in! order! to! increase! the! quality! of! the! research! process! as! well! as! the!





approach! with! these! coachees,! this! did! not! constitute! a! practical! framework! of!
coaching!and!from!there!I!embarked!on!developing!the!PAIR!framework.!!!
!
Professional!practice!supervision! is!also! included! in! this!mechanism!as! I! received!
ongoing!peer!and!individual!supervision!throughout!the!project.!!This!often!focused!
on!a!specific!case!and!my!reflections!on!the!case,!approaches!and!perspectives!to!




Finally! the! mechanism! of! writing! was! an! important! element! of! developing! and!
articulating!ideas,!as!well!as!my!ability!to!communicate!through!written!material.!!The!







the!motivation,! curiosity! and! selfXbelief! to! pursue! the! research! and! the! supportive!
relationships!to!facilitate!learning.!
!
Based!on! the!outcomes,!mechanisms!and!context! factors! identified! in! the!data,! a!
number!of!CMO!configurations!can!be!identified.!!The!numbering!is!prefixed!with!CD!
for! Coach! Development! to! differentiate! these! CMO! configurations! from! those!
associated!with!the!coachee!outcomes.!
!



























































a! developmental! experience.! ! The!mechanisms! identified! are! not! only! relevant! to!
coaches!completing!this!process!but!also!to!any!coach!who!wishes!to!continue!their!
ongoing!development.! ! ! ! It! is! clear! that! reflective!practice! is! a! key!element! to!my!
development,! however,! it! requires! some! training! and! discipline! to! implement.!!
Supervision!can!provide!the!support!to!develop!this!reflective!capability.!Overall!these!












itself!a!complex! task.! !Rather! than!developing!a!standardised!model,!an!approach!
based!on! the!application!of!CF! to! coaching!was!developed,! resulting! in! the!PAIR!
framework.!!
!
A! number! of! challenges! to! applying! a! CF! approach! to! executive! coaching! were!
identified! in! section! 3.7.3.! ! The! first! potential! challenge! was! to! implement! a! CF!
approach!in!a!way!that!engaged!executives,!many!of!whom!are!highly!actionXoriented.!
The!PAIR!framework!addresses!this!challenge!in!several!ways.!!Firstly,!commencing!






engaged! in! gathering! information,! developing! and! testing! hypotheses! and!
implementing!specific!agreed!actions.!!!These!activities!may!add!information!to!the!
account!and!also!act!as!specific!interventions.!!Either!way!they!give!the!coachee!the!
sense! of! momentum! and! progress.! ! In! addition,! framing! the! development! of! the!
account!as!a!hypothesisXtesting!enterprise!(Teachman!&!Clerkin!2010),!engages!the!
coachee! in!experimentation!and!an!exploratory!process,! rather! than! the!CF!being!
handed!to!them!as!a!‘diagnosis’,!which!they!may!reject.!
!











helped!him!develop!and!apply! some!basic!people!management! techniques.! !This!
would!be!considered!what!Corrie!and!Lane!(2009)!term!horizontal!development!and!
therefore!may!not!require!the!development!of!an!account.!!However,!in!order!to!make!
these!changes! there!were!other! factors! that!needed! to!be!considered!such!as! the!
social! and! organisational! culture! where! having! oneXonXone! meetings! between!
manager!and!direct!report!is!not!the!norm.!!Current!mindset!and!beliefs!about!being!




end,! the! account! may! be! relatively! simple! but! engaging! in! the! process! of! its!
development!is!still!a!valuable!exercise.!
!
The! validity! or! reliability! of! the! coaching! accounts! developed! with! the! coaching!
participants!were!not! formally!evaluated.!This! is!a!challenge! for!CF!research! in!all!
























uses!along!with!scales! for!evaluating! the!content!quality.! ! In! the!Eells!et!al! (1998)!
model,! the! categories! include! descriptive! information,! predisposing! events,! and!
inferred!mechanisms.!!Overall!quality!is!scored!based!on!the!inclusion!and!integration!






Part!of! the! rationale! for!using!an!RE!methodology!was! to!understand!not! just! the!
outcomes!of!the!coaching!programmes!but!also!what!made!the!coaching!effective.!





the! theoretical! perspectives! on! which! I! was! drawing,! and! the! proposed! coaching!
process.!!These!represented!elements!of!the!account!that!were!made!explicit!in!the!
coaching! and! the! mechanisms! that! the! coachees! identified! may! reflect! these!
elements.! ! ! For! example,! SG1! identified! the! application! of! theory! to! frame! her!










The! development! of! the! account! and! the!PAIR! framework!may! not! be! named! as!



















In! this! study! there! were! few! measures! that! aimed! to! understand! the! individual!
differences! in! the! participants! and! their! circumstances.! ! Levels! of!motivation! and!

































are! viewed,! which! is! discussed! in! section! 6.7.3.! Other! factors! might! include!
personality,! or! interpersonal! style! or! the! actionXlogic! of! the! coachee.! ! Although!
unmeasured,! my! sense! is! that! the! actionXlogic! of! cohort! two! is! more! likely! to! be!
diplomat!to!expert(whereas!cohort!one!is!more!likely!to!be!expert!to!achiever.!!The!











There! are! also! likely! to! be! many! interactions! between! the! mechanisms,! with!
mechanisms!becoming!context!factors!for!another!mechanism.!!For!example,!coach!
credibility! would! influence! the! development! of! the! relationship.! Each! of! the!
participants!in!this!research!identified!a!different!combination!of!mechanisms!and!this!










Executive! or! business! coaching! has! developed! from! a! predominantly! US! and!
European! background! and! consequently! has! assumed! a! worldview! that! is! not!
universally! applicable! (Rosinski! 2010).! With! increased! globalisation,! many!
organisations! operate! worldwide,! have! international! trade! partners! and! employ! a!




Singapore! is! a! global! city! with! a! diverse! international! workforce! and! many!
assignments! taking! place! in! this! environment! include!an! element! of! crossXcultural!
coaching,! particularly! in! Western! multinationals.! ! Even! major! Singaporean!



















in! their!coaching!effectiveness,!but! there!are! few! tools!and!guidelines!available! to!
assist!them!in!integrating!these!considerations!into!their!practice.!!!
!
Culture! is! defined! as! learned! perspectives! that! are! unique! to! a! particular! culture!
(Pedersen!1991)!and!as!a!set!of!beliefs,!values!and!behaviours!which!together!form!






of! identity! and! selfXworth.! Secondly,! culture! sets! out! the! rules! for! behaviour! that!





A! second! concept! to! consider! in! a! crossXcultural! context! is! that! of! worldview.! A!





While! an! individual’s! worldview! is! formed! out! of! personal! experience! with! the!
members!of! their!primary!culture,!all! individuals!have!unique!personal!experiences!
founded! in! their! particular! family! setting,! personal! attributes! and! life! experiences,!
which!also!impact!the!development!of!their!worldview!(Trevino!1996).!Worldviews!are!
neither!singular!nor!static,!but!are!organised!into!systems!of!thought!that!are!dynamic!
and! interrelated! with! specific! worldviews! falling! within! a! larger! domain! of! general!
worldviews! (Kearney! 1984).! For! example,! the! general! domain! of! interpersonal!
relationships! will! include! specific! views! about! marriage,! friendships,! work!
























point!and!the! typological!models,!such!as! that!developed!by!Hofstede!(2001),! that!
define!cultural!dimensions!such!as!individualism!vs.!collectivism!are!useful!to!develop!
hypotheses!about!how!an!individual!may!see!the!world.!!However,!coaches!should!




One! tool! that! is! useful! in! considering! both! culture! and! worldview! is! the! cultural!







or! in! certain! circumstances.! ! !Rosinski! (2010)!has!developed!a! tool! for! assessing!
cultural!profiles!that!can!be!useful!in!coaching.!!However,!he!recognises!that!cultural!
orientations! are! dependent! on! context! and! are! likely! to! change.! Therefore,! they!
should!only!be!considered!to!represent!an!overall!tendency.!
!
The!cultural!orientations! framework!provides!a!useful! framework! for! identifying! the!
elements!that!a!coach!could!consider!in!working!in!a!crossXcultural!assignment.!The!










































and! will! impact! an! assignment! in! a! number! of! ways,! starting! with! the! cultural!










Navigating! this!crossXcultural! complexity! requires!a!highXlevel!of!awareness!of! the!
coach’s! own! cultural! orientations! and! the! ability! to! respond! empathetically! to!






their! understanding! with! an! attitude! of! concern! and! do! this! in! a! way! that! is!
interpersonally!appropriate!to!that!individual!(Ridley!&!Lingle!1996).!This!is!where!the!




For! a! coach,! the! first! step! in! developing! cultural! empathy! is! developing! an!
understanding!of!their!own!worldviews!and!cultural!orientations.!This!will!enable!them!
to!understand!the!likely!similarities!and!differences!to!their!coaching!participants!and!
therefore,! how! they! may! need! to! adapt! their! style! to! suit! the! specific! situation.!
Developing!this!awareness!will!also!assist!them!in!evaluating!where!the!coach’s!view!






itself! is!an!example!of! this!as!the!concept!of!coaching!will!mean!different! things! in!
different! cultural! contexts.! ! Coaches! need! to! be! aware! that! how! they! practice!
coaching! comes! from! a! specific!worldview! and!may! be! perceived! differently! from!
people!from!different!cultures!and!worldviews.!!
!
My! own! experience! of! coaching! in! Singapore! is! an! illustration! of! this.! In! local!
Singaporean! companies,! coaching! is! less! well! understood! than! in! Western!
organisations!or!Western!multinationals!operating!in!Asia.!!The!direct!translation!from!
Chinese! is! close! in! meaning! to! teaching! and! training! and! so! this! affects! the!



























framework! (Rosinski! 2010)! or! other! typologies! of! culture! can! be! a! useful! way! of!
identifying!more! specifically! the! dimensions! to! consider! in! terms! of! social! norms,!
company! culture! and! individual! orientations.! These! dimensions! can! then! be!
integrated! back! into! the! overall! account! as! elements! that!may! interact! with! other!















emphasising! the!cultural!aspects.! !Given! that!CF2! is!a!Singaporean,!working! in!a!
Singaporean!company,!it!would!be!easy!to!assume!that!cultural!elements!would!not!
be!a!factor,!but!it!is!clear!that!some!of!the!challenges!she!is!facing!are!due!to!cultural!
orientations! that!are!exacerbated!by!personality!and!other! factors.!Developing! the!
account! and! sharing! some! of! the! hypotheses! with! CF2! was! a! form! of! coaching!
intervention!and!assisted!her!in!seeing!some!possibilities!for!change.!!It!enabled!us!













the! coaching! interventions! are! appropriate! to! the! culture! and! not! an! automatic!
response!based!on!previous!experience!and! training.! !For!example,! individualistic!
goals!about!personal!success!are!much!less!likely!to!be!motivating!for!coachees!with!






I! used! reflective! processes! to! consider! some! of! the! challenges! of! adapting! my!
communication!style!to!crossXcultural!settings.!I!have!an!orientation!towards!direct,!
lowXcontext! communication! and! favour! informality! and! an! affective! style! of!













My! experience! in! applying! the! PAIR! framework! in! the! multicultural! setting! of!
Singapore!illustrates!some!of!the!challenges!of!working!in!this!environment,!as!well!
as! how! the!PAIR! framework! supported!me! in!my!ability! to! adapt! to! crossXcultural!











emphasises! the! importance! of! the! relationship! (Law! et! al.! 2009)! and! so! this! is!
surprising.! One! possible! explanation! is! that! in! Chinese! culture,! relationships! are!
formed!over!a!long!period!of!time,!particularly!with!those!from!outside!their!immediate!
social!network!(Bains!2015).! In! the!case!of! these!short!coaching!assignments! it! is!
possible!that!they!do!perceive!it!as!a!relationship.!With!very!limited!research!in!the!
coaching! field! in!Asia! there! is! little! to! draw!on! to! understand! this! finding! and! this!
highlights! the! importance! of! conducting! additional! research! outside! Western!
societies.!!
!









differences! but! additional! research! of! other! coaches! from! different! backgrounds!
would!be!useful.!!!
6.7.4( Measuring(outcomes(






from! interviews,!session!notes!and!recordings!and! the! learning! journals.!However,!
many!of!the!measures!are!subjective!and!there!was!no!measure!of!the!impact!of!the!
changes!on!company!performance.!This!highlights!one!of!the!current!challenges!in!
conducting! research! in!executive!coaching!as! there!are! few! instruments! that!have!
sound!psychometric!properties,!and!instruments!that!are!evidenceXbased!are!often!









which!was!named! the!Navigator! framework,!was!derived! from! the! literature!and! it!




others! and! in! which! context! is! needed.! ! Elements! may! be! precursors! to! other!
capabilities! and! it!would! be! useful! to! understand! these! links! in!more! detail.! ! ! For!
example,! tolerance!of!ambiguity!would!be!a! factor! that!may!act!as!an!enabling!or!
blocking!mechanism!in!several!of!the!other!capabilities!such!as!stimulating!creativity!
and!innovation.!!Research!that!identified!some!of!these!interactions!would!be!useful!








that! increased!complexity!of!mind!would! lead! to! increased!coaching!effectiveness.!!
However,!there!is!no!specific!research!that!has!identified!this!link,!although!there!is!a!
link! in! the! literature! between! later! stage! actionXlogic! and! the! ability! to! lead!












The! coach! case! study! identified! that! the! completion! of! the! research! project! was!
developmental!for!me!as!a!coach!and!six!mechanisms!were!identified.!!It!is!unrealistic!
to! expect! all! coaches! to! undertake! a! full! research! project,! however! the! six!








mechanisms,! highlighting! the! importance! of! developing! this! capability! and! of! the!
importance!of! professional! supervision.! !Reflection! requires! structure!and!practice!
and!by!making!reflection!an!explicit!element!of! the!approach,! the!PAIR!framework!













research! on! which! to! draw! and! guidance! on! how! to! proceed.! ! Therefore,! I! was!
experimenting!with!the!methods!as!the!research!progressed.!!Working!out!how!and!
when! to! develop! implementation! theory,! how! to! define! and! identify! mechanisms,!
context!factors!and!the!interactions!between!them!were!all!elements!that!I!needed!to!
experiment! with.! This! experience! is! consistent! with! the! findings! of! Marchal! et! al.!
(2012)!in!their!review!of!RE!research!in!the!health!scientist!field.!
!
Despite! these! challenges,! I! believe! that! developing! the! RE! approach! for! future!
research!in!the!coaching!field!would!be!useful.!!!In!most!coaching!studies!there!is!little!






example,!one!of! the!other!claims!of!CR!research! is! that! it! takes! into!consideration!
human!agency.!The!ability!to!choose!to!act!is!an!element!that!is!clearly!important!in!
executive! coaching! as! whether! an! executive! chooses! to! take! action! will! have! a!
significant!effect!on!the!coaching!outcomes.!!The!RE!format!of!CMO!configurations!
does!not!provide!a!view!of! the!role!of!agency!in!the!outcomes,!subsuming!agency!
into! the! mechanism! (Porter! 2015).! To! address! this,! Porter! (2015)! recommends!




be!used! for! investigating!an! interventione!one! that! investigated! the!outcomes,!one!





Reviewing! my! methodology! from! this! perspective,! there! are! elements! of! three!
methodological!approaches.!The!LVI!was!used!to!measure!outcomes,!the!learning!
journal! and! interview! to! investigate! the! experiences! of! the! coachee,! and!my! own!
learning!journal!to!investigate!my!experience.!!!The!interviews,!coaching!notes!and!













in! this!ability,!particularly! in!cohort! two.! ! !My!own!coaching!notes!and!experiences!
were!useful! to! supplement! the!data!but!were! subject! to!my!own! recall! errors!and!
biases.!Given!the!reliance!on!the!interview!data,!a!modification!I!would!make!is!to!ask!
for!some!reflections!on!the!coaching!at!the!end!of!each!session.!!The!learning!journal!

















research! and! how! some! of! the! challenges! of! applying! this! approach! may! be!











was! itself! a! complex! endeavour! and! therefore! a! simple! approach! based! on! one!
perspective!would!not!match!the!complexity!of!the!task.!!Instead!an!approach!was!
developed! that!considered!multiple!perspectives!based!on! the!application!of!a!CF!
approach! to! executive! coaching! and! this! is! represented! by! the! PAIR! framework,!
which!is!the!primary!outcome!from!this!project.!
7.1( The(PAIR(Coaching(Framework(
The! first! aim!of! the! research!was! to!develop!a! coaching! framework! that! could!be!
applied! in! complex! coaching!assignments! and!evaluate!what! happened!when! the!
coaching!framework!was!used.!
!
Given! the! argument! that! complex! cases! require! an! individualised! approach! to!
developing!leaders!and!their!leadership!capability,!the!coaching!framework!needed!
to! support! a! coach! in! designing! an! individualised! coaching! programme.! ! An!
application!of!CF!to!coaching!was!selected!as!the!approach!and!initial!programme!
and! implementation! theory! was! developed! that! would! be! evaluated! through! the!
outcome!study.!
7.1.1( Revised(programme(and(implementation(theories(
The! initial!programme! theory!proposed! that! in! complex!executive!coaching!cases,!

















Through! applying! the!CF! approach,! it! was! identified! that! the! coaching! framework!
needed! to! include! more! than! just! the! coaching! account! and! reflect! the! other!
mechanisms! involved.! ! This! led! to! the! development! of! the! PAIR! framework! and!
therefore!an!updated!programme!theory!(CMO1a):!
!





























In! general,! this! implementation! theory! is! supported!by! the!data! from! the!outcome!
study!and!was!used!to!develop!the!PAIR!framework.!
!
One! significant! element! of! the! PAIR! framework! not! documented! in! the! initial!
implementation! theory! is! the! use! of! the! CR! framework! to! integrate! the! different!
perspectives!to!develop!the!account!and!the!resulting!coaching!programme.!!!!The!
































Through! the! outcome! study! data! analysis,! additional! CMO! configurations! were!
identified!(CMO#10!to!21!section!6.5.1),!which!represented!mechanisms!and!context!
factors!that!appeared!in!the!case!study!data.!!These!CMO!configurations!expand!the!




Another! element! of! the! PAIR! framework! that! is! not! represented! in! the! initial!
implementation!theory!is!that!of!reflective!practice.!!Reflective!processes!became!a!
key! part! of! how! the! CF! approach! was! implemented! and! led! to! increased! coach!
capability! and! coaching! effectiveness.! ! It! is! therefore! proposed! that! an! additional!
CMO!configuration!be!added!to!the!implementation!theory:!
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This!approach! is! consistent!with! transdisciplinary!approaches! that! seek! to! identify!
and! articulate! multiple! worldviews.! ! The! PAIR! framework! assists! the! coach! and!
coachee! in! identifying! the!worldviews!and! cultural! dimensions! that! are!part! of! the!
context!of!the!coaching.!This!approach!also!recognises!that!the!cultural!or!worldview!












































research! and! that! CF! training! is! not! currently! part! of! most! coach! development!






considerations.! My! approach! to! developing! the! account! is! based! on! a! CR! and!
systems!perspective.!!Other!coaches!may!have!a!different!perspective!and!therefore!
they!would!need! to!develop! their! own!approach! to!developing! the!account! that! is!
consistent!with! that!perspective.! !The!benefit!of! the!PAIR! framework! is! that! it! can!





limits! of! their! current! approach! and! are! looking! for! a! framework! for! ongoing!




The! programme! and! implementation! theory! outlined! in! this! project! should! be!


















Given! the! complexity! of! cases! that! executive! coaches!are! dealing!with,! using! the!
concept!of!actionXlogic! to!evaluate! if! their! current! complexity!of!mind!matches! the!
complexity! of! the! task! of! developing! leaders! would! also! be! a! useful! way! of!
establishing!their!own!development!needs!and!measuring!their!progress.!
7.2.1( Recommendations(for(executive(coach(development(


















There! has! been! little! research! so! far! on! the! effective! development! of! executive!







Another!avenue!for! future!research! is! to! investigate!possible! links!between!actionX
logic!and!coaching!effectiveness.!!Research!in!the!leadership!field!has!demonstrated!




initial! framework!of!capabilities,! traits!and!states! in! interpersonal!and! intrapersonal!
domains.! !However,! for! each!person! there!will! be!a!network!of! interacting! factors!
unique!to!their!context.!While!the!Navigator!framework!provides!a!guiding!framework!
for! the! factors! involved,! each! individual’s! context! is! different! and! therefore! the!
combination! of! capabilities! needed! by! each! leader!may! be! substantially! or! subtly!






in! their! context,! designing! an! individualised! approach! to! each! executive’s!
development.!!Even!if!executives!are!participating!in!a!leadership!programme,!each!
person!should!be!considered!unique!and!an!individual!picture!of!what!is!required!for!















The! lack! of! well! validated! instruments! for! use! in! leadership! development! and!
executive!coaching!is!also!an!area!that!requires!greater!research.!!Many!instruments!






complex! engagements,! such! as! developing! an! executive’s! ability! to! navigate!
complexity.!!The!purpose!was!not!only!to!improve!my!own!ability!to!work!effectively!




Turning! first! to! my! own! coaching! effectiveness! and! reflecting! on! the! differences!
between!my!coaching!practice!now!and!at!the!start!of!the!project,!there!is!a!substantial!




and!social! levels.! It!encourages!me!to! think!broadly!and!work!with! the!coachee! to!
develop!an!approach! to!meet! their! circumstances.!Being!based! in!Singapore!and!
coaching! across! the! region,! using! the! framework! helps!me!manage! some! of! the!
potential! difficulties! in! crossXcultural! coaching! and! also! assists! me! in! helping! my!
coachees!think!about!the!issues!of!leading!crossXcultural!teams.!Having!the!structure!








If! I! wish! to! introduce! another! perspective! or! revise! a! particular! theory! and! its!








Outside! of! specific! coaching! practice,! completing! the! research! has! extended! my!
understanding! and! approach! to! leadership! development.! ! I! have! developed! an!
understanding!of!what!might!be!required!to!effectively!navigate!complexity!but!also!
what!might! be! involved! in! developing! these! capabilities.! ! This! has!assisted!me! in!
developing! leadership! development! programmes! and! advising! my! organisational!
clients!on!appropriate!approaches!to!executive!development.!
!
These! reflections! represent! my! subjective! assessment! of! my! increased! coaching!
effectiveness!but!they!are!supported!by!feedback!from!my!coachees,!the!increasing!




less!complex!and!so! I!see!that! this!work!can!make!a!contribution! to! the!executive!
coaching!field!more!broadly.!!I!intend!to!continue!to!refine!the!PAIR!framework!and!
identify!ways!in!which!I!can!disseminate!my!findings.!!It!is!my!intention!to!develop!a!
book! and! some! workshops! for! coaches! based! on! my! research! along! with! other!





























in! research!methodology! and!methods.! In! addition! to! gaining! this! knowledge,! the!
experience!of!dealing!with!the!following!challenges!provided!some!opportunities!for!
personal! and! professional! development.! !One! of! the! first! challenges! that! I! had! to!
overcome! was! the! potential! scope! of! the! literature! that! I! needed! to! review! and!
integrate!from!multiple!perspectives.!!I!first!needed!to!select!the!appropriate!literature!
and!the!process!of!identifying!and!analysing!the!literature!has!increased!my!critical!
thinking!skills.! I! adopt!a!more!critical! stance! to! the! literature!and! I! have!a!greater!













flipXcharts! and! postXit! notes! that! is! described! in! section! 4! of! this! document.! This!
process!would!also!help!me!see!patterns!and!themes!from!which!I!could!develop!a!







I! have! adopted! this! approach! in! other! aspects! of! my! professional! work,! such! as!
conceptualising!a!complex!leadership!development!programme!for!a!client.!!I!will!use!









the! project! and! tackling! the! complexity! in! small! sections! and! creating! my! own!
frameworks! and! processes,! I! became! confident! that! I! could! complete! the! project.!!
There!were!times!when! it!seemed!overwhelming!and!at! that!stage!I!would! identify!
one!thing!that!I!could!do!to!keep!the!project!on!track.!!This!has!become!another!useful!






such! as! the! lack! of! adoption! of! the! participants’! learning! journals,! which! had!
implications!for!my!later!data!analysis.!There!were!challenges!of!fitting!the!coaching!
into! the! executives’! schedules,! completing! the! postXprogramme! measures! when!



































reverse! being! truee! that! knowledge! also! comes! from! practice.! This! practitioner!
knowledge!can!inform!theory!that!can!be!investigated!through!future!formal!research.!!




















and! there!were! times!when! I! felt! that! I!was!not!as!competent!a!coach!as! I!was! in!
Australia.! It!has!been!helpful! to!set! the!challenge!of!crossXcultural!coaching! in! the!
context! of! transdisciplinary! ideas.! ! The! typological! approach! of! Hofstede! (2001)!
attempts!to!reduce!the!cultural!differences!to!a!set!of!dimensions!on!which!people!
vary.!!However,!I!see!this!as!only!one!perspective!on!individual!difference!and!one!
that! can!overXemphasise! cultural! elements!and!underXvalue!other!perspectives!on!
individual!differences.!The! transdisciplinary!approach!of! identifying!and!articulating!
the!different!worldviews!considers!much!more!than!the!just!the!cultural!elements!of!
what! constitutes! an! individual’s! worldview.! ! Transdisciplinarity! recognises! that!
complex! problems! contain!multiple! worldviews! and! a! transdisciplinary! practitioner!
aims!to!make!these!multiple!views!transparent!while!respecting!all!views.!!
!
While! I! have! used! the! term! crossXcultural! in! this! document,! in! thinking! about! this!
challenge! in! the! context! of! transdisciplinarity,! I! have!become!aware! that! this! term!
frames!the!issue!in!a!way!that!emphasises!the!barriers!between!cultures.!!It!implies!









coaching.!My!aim! is! that! through!collaboration!and!dialogue!with!my!coachees!we!






















My!development!and!use!of! the!PAIR! framework!has!assisted!me! in!collaborating!
with!my!coachees!to!develop!individualised!coaching!programmes!to!facilitate!their!
professional! and! personal! growth! regardless! of! their! cultural! background! and!































small!bursts!work!well! to!get!some! initial! ideas!on! the!page.!However,!at! the! later!
stage!when! the!document!was!beginning! to! form,! I!needed!much! longer!blocks!of!
time!in!order!to!immerse!myself!in!the!document!and!ensure!the!ideas!and!threads!of!
the!document!were!clear!and! linked.! !Detailed!editing!could! then!be!completed! in!
smaller! blocks!of! time.! ! I! also! learned! that! stepping!away! from! the! computer! and!
writing!by!hand!increased!my!creative!thinking!and!many!sections!of!this!thesis!were!
drafted!by!hand.!These!writing!skills!will!continue!to!develop!as!I!disseminate!my!work!
through! further!writing!projects.! ! I!have!already!written!and!submitted!an!article! in!
collaboration!with!my!supervisor!and!we!are!developing!some!other!article!ideas.!
!
Completing! this! research! project! has! provided! me! with! an! interest! in! conducting!
further! research!alongside!my!practice!as!an!executive!coach.! ! I! can!see!multiple!









in!Singapore!as!coaching!needs! to!be!adapted! to!suit! the!different! individuals!and!
their!cultural!contexts.!
!
Completing! this! research! provided! a! framework! for! my! overall! development! and!
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project! ?! Enabling! leaders! to! navigate! complexity:! Executive! coaching! amid! ambiguity,!
uncertainty!and!change.!!This!document!outlines!the!key!stages!of!the!research!project,!what!
you! can!expect!during! the! research,!how! the! information!will! be!used,! and! the!potential!
benefits!and!any!risks!of!participating.!
What’s*involved*in*the*research?*
12!executives!will! be! selected! to!participate! in!a!6?month! coaching!programme!aimed!at!



















































































information! in!the! learning! journal!will!be!shared!with!the!coach!only.! !Only!de?identified!












either!you!or!your!organisation.!However,! research! indicates! that!executive!coaching!can!
lead!to! increased! individual!and!organisational!performance.! ! In! the!case!of! this!coaching!





































Coaching protocols for coaching services provided by Louise 
Kovacs as part of Doctorate Research Project 
 
 
Coaching is a structured, goal-directed, solutions-focused conversation that brings 
about positive change. The coach facilitates the self-directed learning and personal 
development of the client. 
 
Throughout the coaching process the coach will often engage in direct, personal 
and often challenging conversations.  The client understands that successful 
coaching requires an active collaborative approach between the coach and the 
client.  The coach plays the role of the facilitator of change and it is the client’s 
role to enact change.  Coaching is not therapy and so does not attempt to treat 
psychological problems.  The client agrees to disclose details of past psychological 
treatment.  If such issues become apparent during the coaching relationship, the 
coach may recommend a referral to an appropriate and qualified specialist. 
 
As your coach I can work with you if: 
•! You have a genuine and serious intent to change 
•! You are ready to work at creating change 
•! You are ready to receive and act on feedback 
•! You are willing to explore, challenge and change self-defeating patterns 
•! You are willing to try new ways of behaving, learning and working 
•! You will raise and frankly discuss any issues that relate to the goals we 
are working on 
•! You inform me promptly if coaching is not working for you 
 
Your privacy and confidentiality will be protected as outlined in the briefing 
document and consent form that you have already signed. 
 
I would be grateful if you could provide at least 48 hours’ notice of any cancellation 
and I will extend the same courtesy to you if at any time I am required to change 
an appointment. Coaching will be conducted at your offices in a suitable private 
space.  Louise Kovacs will work within the Ethical Code of Association of Coaching.      
 
I have read and understood this document: 













































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Business – publicly traded
Feedback for: Feedback from:
Managerial experience:






Note: Results for Peers and Direct Reports are 
presented separately only if three or more 
individuals from those groups provide ratings. 
However, if only one or two individuals from those 
groups provide ratings, their data will be included 
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The scale was designed on the premise that 
suboptimal performance is often a result of 
either overdoing a behavior or underdoing it. 
Any "minus scores" (negative numbers) you 
receive indicate that your raters think you do too 
little of the behavior--that you either don't do it 
frequently enough or with enough intensity. 
"Plus scores" (positive numbers) indicate that 
they think you do too much of the behavior--that 
you either do it too often or with too much 
intensity. Again, scores close to "0" (zero) are 
ideal.
Pairing Opposites
"Steps in. Gets personally involved 
when problems arise."
"Trusts people to handle problems that 
come up in their area of responsibility."
This feedback report presents the results in
terms of pairs of opposing behaviors like the one 
above so that you can see how versatile or 
lopsided you are at a very concrete level.
Although the survey had you and your 
coworkers rate each item individually, it was 
actually designed as a series of pairs, intended 
to be complements. For example:
Forceful & Enabling
Strategic & Operational
Each pair is a combination of opposites. 
To be good at both sides of oppositions or 
dualities like these is to be versatile. Many 
leaders, however, are better at one side 
than the other. They are lopsided. Your 
scores on this instrument will give you a 
reading on the extent to which you are 
versatile or lopsided.
Overdoing and Underdoing
The LVI's rating scale is shown below. As 
you noted in filling out the survey on 
yourself, this is not the typical kind of rating 
scale, where higher scores are "better." 
The most desirable score on this 
instrument falls right in the middle of the 
scale, a score of "0."
The Leadership Versatility Index (LVI)
measures versatility on two complementary 
pairs of leadership dimensions:




The LVI is based on a leadership model that consists of two major pairs of opposing but 
complementary approaches. These two oppositions represent the tensions and trade-offs that 
make management a balancing act. One pair, Forceful and Enabling, concerns leadership 
style, how one leads. The other pair, Strategic and Operational, concerns the organizational 
issues a leader focuses on, what one leads. Each of these major pairs is comprised of three 
pairs of specific subdimensions, listed below.
FORCEFUL LEADERSHIP ENABLING LEADERSHIPvs.
taking the lead and pushing for performance creating conditions for others to lead and 
contribute 
Takes Charge
assumes authority; gives direction; steps in 
when problems arise 
Empowers
gives people room to contribute; trusts others 
to handle problems
Declares
decisive; takes a position and defends it
Listens
participative; considers input; open to influence
Pushes
has high expectations and holds people 
accountable
Supports
treats people well; shows appreciation; gives 
people the benefit of the doubt
STRATEGIC LEADERSHIP OPERATIONAL LEADERSHIPvs.
positioning the organization for the future focusing the organization on the short term
Direction
looks ahead; takes a big-picture perspective; 
thinks strategically
Execution
manages the day-to-day details of 
implementation; follows up
Growth
aggressive about growth, making change, and 
seizing opportunities
Efficiency
practical about change; conserves resources
Innovation
questions the status quo; tries new things; 
encourages creativity
Order
consistent; organized and methodical; uses 
process discipline




Average rating across All Coworkers (15)Legend: 
Note: The results that appear on this graphic are based on your coworkers' ratings and do not include your self-ratings.
Interpretation
1. Color Coding
• A score in the green zone indicates a shortcoming (green is for "go" or do more).
• A score in the red zone is a strength taken too far (red is for "stop" or do less).
• A score that falls in the white band between the green and red areas is a strength.
2. The shape of your profile. The closer to a circle your profile is, the more well-rounded it is, as seen by your 
coworkers. Bulges or flat spots indicate strengths overused and shortcomings.
3. The versatility percentage is an overall index of your versatility. The higher the percentage, the greater your 
versatility on both forceful-enabling leadership and strategic-operational leadership. The percentage can range 
from 0 to 100. The majority of leaders score between 70 percent and 90 percent.
=
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Shortcoming Strength Strength Overused
Y You=
Gray Bar = All Coworkers (15)
Display Legend
B Boss  (1)=
O Other superiors  (2)=
P Peers  (4)=
D Direct Reports  (8)=
Enabling Leadership
creating conditions for others 

























Shortcoming Strength Strength Overused
Y You=
Gray Bar = All Coworkers (15)
Display Legend
B Boss  (1)=
O Other superiors  (2)=
P Peers  (4)=
D Direct Reports  (8)=
F-E Versatility
the ability to freely draw upon these two 
opposites, unrestricted by bias in favor of one 
side and prejudice against the other side. The 
higher the percentage, the greater your 
versatility on this important duality.
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Forceful & Enabling  item averages
Pat Sample
August 2009
Takes Charge vs. Empowers Y B O P-3 -2 0 +1 +2-1 +3 DAll
+0.38
1f. Takes charge--in control of his/her area 











2f. Assumes authority--makes it clear that 















-0.753e. Allows his/her people to decide how to do 
their jobs--hands-off.






4f. Steps in--gets personally involved when 





-0.504e. Trusts people to handle problems that 
come up in their area of responsibility.





Note: Scores flagged with an * are averages based on a mix of "too little" and "too much" ratings and may be misleading. See p. 9 for an explanation of these scores.
Shortcoming Strength Strength Overused
Legend: Y=You, Gray Bar=All Coworkers (15), B=Boss (1), O=Other superiors (2), P=Peers (4), D=Direct Reports (8)
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Forceful & Enabling  item averages
Pat Sample
August 2009
Declares vs. Listens Y B O P-3 -2 0 +1 +2-1 +3 DAll





-0.755e. Participative--includes people in making 
decisions.






6f. Lets people know clearly where he/she 





-1.006e. Relies on input from others--cares what 
they think.






7f. Assertive in making his/her point--speaks 





-1.257e. Open to influence--can be persuaded to 
change his/her mind.






8f. Defends his/her position--doesn't back 





-1.508e. Receptive to push-back--open to having 
his/her thinking challenged.





Note: Scores flagged with an * are averages based on a mix of "too little" and "too much" ratings and may be misleading. See p. 9 for an explanation of these scores.
Shortcoming Strength Strength Overused
Legend: Y=You, Gray Bar=All Coworkers (15), B=Boss (1), O=Other superiors (2), P=Peers (4), D=Direct Reports (8)
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Forceful & Enabling  item averages
Pat Sample
August 2009
Pushes vs. Supports Y B O P-3 -2 0 +1 +2-1 +3 DAll





-0.889e. Shows appreciation--tries to make other 
people feel good about themselves.
















11f. Direct--tells people when he/she is 





-0.8811e. Sensitive--careful not to hurt the other 
person's feelings.






12f. Holds people accountable--firm when 





-0.1212e. Gives the benefit of the doubt--patient 
when people are not doing their job well.






Note: Scores flagged with an * are averages based on a mix of "too little" and "too much" ratings and may be misleading. See p. 9 for an explanation of these scores.
Shortcoming Strength Strength Overused
Legend: Y=You, Gray Bar=All Coworkers (15), B=Boss (1), O=Other superiors (2), P=Peers (4), D=Direct Reports (8)
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Forceful & Enabling distribution of ratings
Pat Sample
August 2009
FORCEFUL B O P B O P DD All
Too Little Right Amount Too Much
Takes Charge
01f. In control 0 1 6 8 11 1 3 30
02f. Assumes authority 0 3 8 4 00 1 3 03
03f. Gives direction 0 3 12 0 00 0 0 03
04f. Steps in 0 1 9 5 10 1 0 31
Declares
05f. Decisive 0 0 6 9 10 1 3 40
06f. Takes stands 0 0 6 8 10 1 2 40
07f. Speaks up 0 0 4 11 10 2 4 40
08f. Doesn't back down easily 0 0 2 13 10 2 4 60
Pushes
09f. Pushes people hard 0 0 3 12 10 2 3 60
010f. Expects a lot 0 0 5 10 10 1 2 60
311f. Direct when dissatisfied 0 6 7 2 10 0 1 03





6Total 1 3 72 82 9 12 25
Proportion .08 .13 .40 .46 .75 .50 .53
36
.38
ENABLING B O P B O P DD All
Too Little Right Amount Too Much
Empowers
31e. Empowers people 1 11 4 0 02 0 0 05
32e. Gives people room 1 10 5 0 02 0 0 04
23e. Hands-off 1 8 7 0 01 0 0 04
24e. Trusts people 1 6 9 0 01 0 0 02
Listens
25e. Participative 1 9 6 0 01 0 0 05
46e. Relies on input 1 12 3 0 01 0 0 06
37e. Open to influence 1 11 3 1 01 1 0 06
38e. Receptive to push-back 1 11 4 0 02 0 0 05
Supports
29e. Shows appreciation 1 9 6 0 01 0 0 05
310e. Treats people well 1 11 4 0 01 0 0 06
211e. Sensitive to people's feelings 1 9 5 1 00 0 0 16





30Total 11 13 66 4 0 1 0
Proportion .92 .54 .37 .02 .00 .04 .00
3
.03
Legend: All=All Coworkers (15), B=Boss (1), O=Other superiors (2), P=Peers (4), D=Direct Reports (8)
Page 9© Copyright 2006-2009 by Kaplan DeVries Inc.




positioning the organization 

























Shortcoming Strength Strength Overused
Y You=
Gray Bar = All Coworkers (15)
Display Legend
B Boss  (1)=
O Other superiors  (2)=
P Peers  (4)=
D Direct Reports  (8)=
Operational Leadership


























Shortcoming Strength Strength Overused
Y You=
Gray Bar = All Coworkers (15)
Display Legend
B Boss  (1)=
O Other superiors  (2)=
P Peers  (4)=
D Direct Reports  (8)=
S-O Versatility
the ability to freely draw upon these two 
opposites, unrestricted by bias in favor of one 
side and prejudice against the other side. The 
higher the percentage, the greater your 
versatility on this important duality.
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Strategic & Operational  item averages
Pat Sample
August 2009
Direction vs. Execution Y B O P-3 -2 0 +1 +2-1 +3 DAll
-0.75
1s. Spends time and energy on long-term 





+0.751o. Focused on getting things done in the 
short term.










+0.622o. Tactical--gets involved in solving day-to-
day problems.






3s. Takes a big-picture perspective--thinks 





+0.383o. Pays attention to detail--has a finger on 
the pulse of day-to-day activities.







4s. Anticipates the need to change direction--










Note: Scores flagged with an * are averages based on a mix of "too little" and "too much" ratings and may be misleading. See p. 14 for an explanation of these scores.
Shortcoming Strength Strength Overused
Legend: Y=You, Gray Bar=All Coworkers (15), B=Boss (1), O=Other superiors (2), P=Peers (4), D=Direct Reports (8)
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Strategic & Operational  item averages
Pat Sample
August 2009
Growth vs. Efficiency Y B O P-3 -2 0 +1 +2-1 +3 DAll





+0.385o. Plays it safe--conservative about taking 
risks.







6s. Ambitious to improve the organization--





+0.756o. Practical about change--careful not to 
take on too much.
















8s. Jumps on new opportunities--





+0.508o. Efficient--careful to conserve time and 
money. 





Note: Scores flagged with an * are averages based on a mix of "too little" and "too much" ratings and may be misleading. See p. 14 for an explanation of these scores.
Shortcoming Strength Strength Overused
Legend: Y=You, Gray Bar=All Coworkers (15), B=Boss (1), O=Other superiors (2), P=Peers (4), D=Direct Reports (8)
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Strategic & Operational  item averages
Pat Sample
August 2009
Innovation vs. Order Y B O P-3 -2 0 +1 +2-1 +3 DAll
-1.25
9s. Questions the status quo--skeptical of 





+0.889o. Goes by the book--expects people to 
follow standard operating procedures.






10s. Embraces change--willing to do things 





+0.7510o. Stays with the tried and true--doesn't fix 
what isn't broken.






11s. Open to creative ideas for new products 





-0.3811o. Organized--takes a methodical approach 
to getting things done.






12s. Encourages innovation--creates a safe 





-0.5012o. Process-oriented--manages in an orderly 
way.





Note: Scores flagged with an * are averages based on a mix of "too little" and "too much" ratings and may be misleading. See p. 14 for an explanation of these scores.
Shortcoming Strength Strength Overused
Legend: Y=You, Gray Bar=All Coworkers (15), B=Boss (1), O=Other superiors (2), P=Peers (4), D=Direct Reports (8)
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Strategic & Operational distribution of ratings
Pat Sample
August 2009
STRATEGIC B O P B O P DD All
Too Little Right Amount Too Much
Direction
41s. Future-oriented 1 10 5 0 01 0 0 04
22s. Thinks strategically 1 9 5 1 02 0 0 14
23s. Big-picture perspective 1 10 5 0 02 0 0 05
24s. Anticipates change 1 9 6 0 02 0 0 04
Growth
05s. Aggressive about growth 1 7 8 0 02 0 0 04
26s. Launches many changes 0 5 10 0 00 0 0 03
27s. Bold moves 0 7 7 1 00 0 0 15
48s. Entrepreneurial 1 11 3 1 01 0 0 15
Innovation
09s. Questions the status quo 0 5 9 1 11 0 0 04
410s. Embraces change 1 11 3 1 02 0 0 14
311s. Open to new ideas 1 10 5 0 01 0 0 05





29Total 9 15 69 6 1 0 0
Proportion .75 .63 .38 .03 .08 .00 .00
5
.05
OPERATIONAL B O P B O P DD All
Too Little Right Amount Too Much
Execution
01o. Short-term focus 0 0 7 8 10 1 2 40
02o. Tactical 0 0 6 9 10 1 3 40
03o. Attention to detail 0 3 3 9 10 2 2 43
14o. Follows up 0 5 10 0 00 0 0 04
Efficiency
05o. Conservative about risk 0 2 6 7 10 1 2 32
06o. Practical about change 0 0 5 10 10 1 3 50
07o. Incremental change 0 1 7 7 10 1 2 31
08o. Efficient 0 1 10 4 00 0 1 31
Order
09o. Goes by the book 0 0 9 6 00 1 2 30
010o. Stays with tried and true 0 1 7 7 10 0 2 41
111o. Organized 1 6 8 1 01 1 0 03





4Total 2 1 87 68 7 9 19
Proportion .17 .04 .48 .38 .58 .38 .40
33
.34
Legend: All=All Coworkers (15), B=Boss (1), O=Other superiors (2), P=Peers (4), D=Direct Reports (8)
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All B O P




7f. Speaks up Declares +4.00 +3.00 +1.50 +1.50+1.33 +1.00
8f. Doesn't back down easily Declares +3.00 +3.00 +1.00 +1.50+1.33 +1.12
9f. Pushes people hard Pushes +1.00 +1.00 +1.00 +1.25+1.33 +1.50
10f. Expects a lot Pushes +3.00 +1.00 +0.50 +0.50+0.87 +1.12
5f. Decisive Declares +3.00 +2.00 +0.50 +0.75+0.87 +0.88
1o. Short-term focus Execution +2.00 +1.00 +0.50 +0.75+0.73 +0.75
2o. Tactical Execution +3.00 +1.00 +0.50 +1.00+0.73 +0.62
3o. Attention to detail Execution -1.00 +2.00 +2.00 +0.50+0.73 +0.38 *
6o. Practical about change Efficiency 0.00 +1.00 +0.50 +0.75+0.73 +0.75
6f. Takes stands Declares +2.00 +2.00 +0.50 +0.67+0.71 +0.62
10o. Stays with tried and true Order +2.00 +1.00 0.00 +0.75+0.67 +0.75
9o. Goes by the book Order 0.00 0.00 +0.50 +0.50+0.67 +0.88
5o. Conservative about risk Efficiency 0.00 +2.00 +0.50 +0.50+0.53 +0.38 *
1f. In control Takes Charge +1.00 +1.00 0.00 +0.75+0.47 * +0.38
7o. Incremental change Efficiency +2.00 +1.00 +0.50 +0.50+0.47 +0.38
8o. Efficient Efficiency +2.00 0.00 0.00 +0.25+0.33 +0.50
4f. Steps in Takes Charge +2.00 +1.00 +0.50 0.00+0.27 +0.25
2f. Assumes authority Takes Charge +1.00 0.00 +0.50 +0.75+0.07 * -0.38
12e. Gives the benefit of the doubt Supports +1.00 0.00 0.00 -0.25-0.13 -0.12 *
3f. Gives direction Takes Charge +1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00-0.20 -0.38
11o. Organized Order -2.00 -1.00 0.00 -0.25-0.33 * -0.38
4o. Follows up Execution 0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.25-0.33 -0.50
11f. Direct when dissatisfied Pushes 0.00 +1.00 0.00 -1.00-0.47 * -0.50
12o. Process-oriented Order 0.00 -2.00 0.00 -0.50-0.53 -0.50
4e. Trusts people Empowers 0.00 -2.00 -0.50 -0.50-0.60 -0.50
11e. Sensitive to people's feelings Supports -2.00 -1.00 0.00 -0.50-0.67 -0.88
3e. Hands-off Empowers 0.00 -1.00 -0.50 -0.50-0.67 -0.75
9s. Questions the status quo Innovation 0.00 +1.00 -0.50 0.00-0.67 * -1.25
10e. Treats people well Supports -2.00 -1.00 -0.50 -0.75-0.73 -0.75
2e. Gives people room Empowers 0.00 -1.00 -1.00 -0.75-0.73 -0.62
5e. Participative Listens 0.00 -2.00 -0.50 -0.50-0.73 -0.75
5s. Aggressive about growth Growth -2.00 -2.00 -1.00 0.00-0.73 -0.88
6s. Launches many changes Growth +2.00 0.00 0.00 -1.00-0.73 -0.88
7s. Bold moves Growth +1.00 0.00 0.00 -0.75-0.73 -1.00
9e. Shows appreciation Supports -2.00 -1.00 -0.50 -0.50-0.73 -0.88
2s. Thinks strategically Direction +2.00 -1.00 -1.00 -1.50-0.80 -0.38
12f. Holds people accountable Pushes 0.00 -1.00 -1.00 -1.25-0.87 -0.62
1e. Empowers people Empowers 0.00 -2.00 -1.00 -0.75-0.87 -0.75
4s. Anticipates change Direction 0.00 -1.00 -1.00 -1.25-0.93 -0.75
7e. Open to influence Listens -1.00 -1.00 0.00 -0.75-0.93 * -1.25
3s. Big-picture perspective Direction +2.00 -1.00 -1.00 -0.50-1.00 -1.25
6e. Relies on input Listens 0.00 -1.00 -0.50 -1.25-1.00 -1.00
8s. Entrepreneurial Growth 0.00 -1.00 -0.50 -1.25-1.00 -1.00
11s. Open to new ideas Innovation +1.00 -1.00 -0.50 -1.00-1.13 -1.38
12s. Encourages innovation Innovation 0.00 -2.00 -0.50 -1.00-1.13 -1.25
1s. Future-oriented Direction -2.00 -2.00 -1.00 -1.75-1.13 -0.75
10s. Embraces change Innovation 0.00 -1.00 -1.00 -1.75-1.20 -1.00
8e. Receptive to push-back Listens 0.00 -2.00 -1.00 -1.25-1.40 -1.50
Note: Scores that are flagged with an * are difficult to interpret; they are based on a mix of "too much" and "too little" ratings.
Legend: All=All Coworkers (15), B=Boss (1), O=Other superiors (2), P=Peers (4), D=Direct Reports (8)
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Effectiveness  as a team leader
Pat Sample
August 2009
You and your coworkers rated your team on a 3-item measure of productivity and a 
separate 3-item measure of vitality. Below are the overall results. The results for the 
specific items appear on the next page.
Productivity  refers to the volume and quality of the team's output.
Vitality concerns how team members feel about the work and about each 
other.
Effective leaders build teams that get stellar results and can keep it up over time. Their 







Legend: Y=You,  All=All Coworkers (15), B=Boss (1), O=Other superiors (2), P=Peers (4), D=Direct Reports 
(8)























Engagement with the work
Cohesiveness
3.00 3.42 3.00 3.33 3.25
2.33 3.29 2.67 3.67 2.92
3.00 3.53 3.00 3.50 3.50
3.00 3.07 3.00 3.00 2.75
3.00 3.67 3.00 3.50 3.50
2.00 3.47 3.00 3.50 3.75
3.00 3.13 2.00 3.50 2.50









Note: Raters rated each item on a 1-to-5 scale where higher scores indicate more of the attribute in question.
Legend: Y=You, B=Boss (1), O=Other superiors (2), P=Peers (4), D=Direct Reports (8)
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exactlyNote: Each bullet represents a different respondent. Comments are presented exactly as submitted.
You
z I am honest and ethical with high principles. I take my responsibility as a leader very seriously. I give 
everything to my job. And I have deep technical expertise in my functional area with a lot of experience.
Boss
z Pat is a take-charge manager who really understands the operational side of the business. Intent on 
getting results. She is very clear where she stands on issues and speaks her mind. And she is a reliable, 
go-to manager; you can count on her to get the job done. 
Other superiors
z She has grown up in this company and knows her business very well. She isn't afraid to step up and take 
responsibility for fixing problems either. 
z Pat is known as a hard-charger who will go the extra mile to get results. She has what they call 
managerial courage. She also has deep experience in manufacturing.
Peers
z When a decision is made, she takes detailed care in its implementation. Very good drive for results. 
Makes sure her voice is heard.
z Understands how the business works, at an intimate, detailed level. She is a natural leader and presses 
hard for results. Has a big presence.
z Willing to understand any trouble (big or small) or activity and be involved to learn more from it. Pat is 
really good at understanding problems at a detailed level. She is quick to establish a clear view of 
alternatives.  
z She knows what she wants and does everything to achieve her goals. She is also a great sparring partner 
to help someone better understand complex situations. She is not afraid of making decisions. She shows 
courage in her management.  
Direct Reports
z A sense of urgency and drive for results. Pat will do whatever it takes to deliver.
z Pat is pragmatic, fast, and focused on results. She pushes people to perform at a higher level.
z Great with numbers, really quick on her feet, a masterful problem solver. Very analytical.
z Pat is a hands-on leader who really knows the business. She also has deep technical smarts due to her 
experience.
z Pat is very knowledgeable in her area of expertise; she has a very deep understanding of operations and 
the supply chain.





z Pat is very clear about what she believes should be done. She always takes a position and is quick to let 
you know where she stands. 
z One of the best improvisers and problem-solvers I have ever met! She also has a very strong work ethic 
and stands up for what she believes in.
z Pat is a natural leader, who knows exactly where she wants her team to go and never gives up until she 
reaches her targets. She has tremendous drive and focus on results, and she really knows her stuff.
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2. Does this leader overuse any of his or her strengths?  Briefly explain how, by taking 




exactlyNote: Each bullet represents a different respondent. Comments are presented exactly as submitted.
You
z I can put too much pressure on the team in order to deliver results. Very demanding, which can bring 
some loss of confidence from coworkers. Speed can become impatience and too much pressure. I have 
also learned that I can come on strong, and shut other people down. Can be defensive at times.
Boss
z Pat leads with her opinion and comes on too strong. She will raise an issue, then proceed to say what she 
thinks should be done. I admire her initiative, but sometimes she's too quick to speak up. Once she locks 
onto a position, it is hard to get her to see other perspectives. She intimidates some people with her 
assertiveness, instead of influencing them in more subtle ways. She can also be very critical or peoples' 
ideas.
Other superiors
z Pat is a bit impatient—impatient to meet her objectives or the objectives of her unit. She is clearly results-
oriented. This orientation could put high pressure on the members of her team. It could be a risk of over-
management.
z She is very knowledgeable, but can be sometimes seem a bit opinionated. She relies too much on her 
operational knowledge.
Peers
z Because she is a quick and intelligent person, some people on her team might not follow her mind as fast 
as expected. They feel frustrated due to the fact that they don't understand what Pat says and don't dare 
to ask for explanations. Pat should be more careful in this situation and ensure that everybody 
understands her point.
z Sometimes too detail-oriented. Thinks she can manage with an Excel file and a few action plans. More 
communication and dialogue is needed, not just more numbers.
z Pat wants to achieve her goals and has difficulties accepting others' points of view. She can be very 
dogmatic if she thinks she is right.  
z Sometimes Pat can be a little bit too aggressive during discussion.  
Direct Reports
z She is a great problem-solver and knows the technical side of the business inside and out; however, she 
tends to get too involved in solving technical problems, to the point of micromanaging some times. She 
typically does this in the operational area. I have never seen her micromanage in other areas.
z Can be very arrogant, especially toward weak people. She thinks from an operational perspective, can be 
limited in her ability to see things from a sales and marketing perspective.
z As results-oriented, she can be a bit narrow-minded and short-sighted. For instance, she sometimes says 
no to good ideas and new approaches because there will be a learning curve.





z She is very smart, but can also jump too conclusions, without considering all the relevant facts. This could 
be perceived as a strength turned into a weakness.
z Pat is really strong in operations, but she also has a tendency to swoop in and take over on tactical 
matters that are frankly beneath her.
z Too impatient—changes are not so easily accomplished in the reality of that on the spread sheet. Could 
burn people out.
z Very principled but sometimes inflexible. Pat also has high standards, but often expects too much from 
people.
z Pat can sometimes be aggressive toward her team in her willingness to get the best out of them.
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exactlyNote: Each bullet represents a different respondent. Comments are presented exactly as submitted.
You
z I need to spend more time planning ahead. I have lots of ideas for where to take this unit, but need to 
spend less time reacting and more time on strategic planning. It is difficult because so much of our results 
depend on execution. And there is a lot of pressure to deliver in the near term. I could also delegate more. 
I could also be more open to other points of view.
Boss
z Pat needs to show more interest in other people's ideas, among her peers and especially on her team. I 
sometimes think she leaves money on the table by teeing up an issue and offering her solutions and ideas 
out of the gate. If she could slow down, introduce a problem, and solicit input, she would have greater buy-
in and probably better quality solutions. This is especially so in areas outside her realm of expertise and 
experience. 
Other superiors
z Pat could get more out of her people. She should draw them out more, invite their ideas and participation 
more. Her organization is centered around her and this limits how much her people can contribute.
z Pat should be more strategic in her approach.
Peers
z I'm not sure that Pat is a strategic thinker. Most of her concerns are minute-by-minute. I sometimes think 
she sacrifices the long term for short-term results.
z Pat sometimes doesn't know what she doesn't know. Sometimes she could be more humble and seek 
more information rather than appear like she has all the answers.
z Pat could sharpen her people skills. She could especially be a better, more active listener.
z Collaboration. She is too focused on her team and shows little interest in lateral teams.
Direct Reports
z Pat could be more realistic about what can and can't be done. Her expectations are too high and this has 
her issuing too many priorities. A more realistic appraisal of what is feasible would give us greater focus.
z I don't Pat fully understands the business, especially the sales and marketing functions. She has little 
experience in these areas and tends to avoid them, to the point of being out of touch.
z Pat sometimes seems risk averse and unwilling to change. She is not receptive to fresh ideas. Pat is kind 
of a loner in that she doesn't seek input. She could also show more appreciation.
z Pat could be more patient. Her urgency is appreciated, but sometimes she charges on without all the 
information. She is also too busy doing to think about what we are doing.





z It sometimes feels as if she doesn't appreciate the way a business functions. It is obvious that she favors 
Ops and is not interested in the marketing side.
z Sometimes I wonder if Pat trusts us. She doesn't delegate as much as she should. She is also not always 
willing to try other peoples ideas.
z Pat isn't a very good listener. Sometimes when you raise an issue, you can tell her mind is somewhere 
else.
z She is not very inclusive. She doesn't involve people in the major decisions that affect them.
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Open-ended Questions
Please provide a rating of this person's overall effectiveness as a leader on a ten-







All Coworkers (15) 7.57 8.506.00
Boss (1) 7.00 7.007.00
Other superiors (2) 7.75 8.007.50
Peers (4) 7.63 8.007.00
Direct Reports (8) 7.56 8.506.00
Note: The average effectiveness rating in our database (more than 1,400 senior managers) is 7.73 
(standard deviation = 1.06). Self-ratings and peer ratings tend be a little lower than the average while direct 
report ratings tend to be a little higher-and these differences are statistically significant.
Versatility: A Key to Leadership Effectiveness
Our research has found a strong 
relationship between overall effectiveness 
and versatility as measured by the LVI--a 
correlation of .71. This relationship is 
presented in the graph to the right.
The high correlation, based on more than 
1,400 senior managers, strongly suggests 
that managers can become more effective 
by becoming more versatile--by reining in 
strengths overused and shoring up 
shortcomings.
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exactlyNote: Each bullet represents a different respondent. Comments are presented exactly as submitted.
You
z 6.50.   Because of speed, reactivity, strong focus, and good results. Increasing trust and delegation would 
enable me to do more and bring more effectiveness. I could be more open-minded, and perhaps less 
defensive and outspoken.
Boss
z 7.00.   Pat is a driver and pushes for results, which are usually good. She could do better at forming peer 
relationships. She needs to learn how to be better at give and take, and not always have to win the 
debate. Pat needs to be less reactive, and more strategic about how she spends her time. She also needs 
to learn how to work through a team. 
Other superiors
z 8.00.   With her business knowledge and her people skills, she is easily accepted by the team and can 
focus on real issues rather than on conflicts. To get a higher rating, she needs to think more strategically 
and less tactically. I'd like to see her analyze whether an initiative should be done, rather than how it could 
be done.
z 7.50.   Good initiative, drive for results, and experience. Be more collaborative and strategic.
Peers
z 8.00.   I think Pat is already a far better-than-average manager. She still needs to create some distance 
from her team's work in order to better empower her staff. It would help a lot with her peers to be more 
open and less defensive.
z 8.00.   Pat is overall a good manager. To improve, she will have to get a wider picture and learn to 
manage high-level people.
z 7.50.   A challenging leader that will help us to progress in many fields. Could reach the same results by 
more consensual ways. Be more supportive when people are in trouble. Let them have time to work on 
the issues: additional reporting doesn't help to solve the problems.
z 7.00.   Be more constructive and cooperative with the rest of our team. Be more trusting of her own team, 
clarify the ground rules (who decides what, based on what information, for what aim or objective), and 
control your feelings more in public. Also, manage using criticism and praise at right time (praise in public 
and, critique in private).
Direct Reports
z 7.50.   Pat doesn't treat people with the respect they deserve. She pushes hard, but could get more done 
with less churn if she used a softer touch.
z 8.00.   I think Pat is a great leader as is. We need more of her kind of drive and relentless pursuit of 
results.





z 7.50.   To get a higher range, Pat has to improve her way of treating people and has to learn to sometimes 
be more patient for her direct reports who are not always as smart/quick as she is.
z 8.00.   Pat is a very good manager. Efficiency, rapidity, and courage are her greatest strengths. She could 
learn more about other parts of the business.
z 6.00.   I think she could increase her effectiveness by showing more interest in every functional area, 
especially sales and marketing.
z 7.00.   Because she is so intense and keen on delivering and she knows a lot about the business. She 
needs to focus on fewer priorities and doing less herself and delegate things.
z 8.50.   She is a great operational leader. She could soften up a bit and show more appreciation for 
everyone's efforts.
z 8.00.   Because she is able to run her business in every aspect of it. She could include people more and 
be more open to other ways of thinking.
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exactlyNote: Each bullet represents a different respondent. Comments are presented exactly as submitted.
You
z Trust myself and lighten up a bit. Learn to trust others and step back.
Boss
z Pat has her heart in the right place. She is making strides in the right direction. My advice is to seek first to 
understand, then to be understood.
Other superiors
z Pat continues to be someone we can count on. Just know that we believe in you, Pat.
z Hang in there. You have achieved a lot already, and can achieve even more.
Peers
z Pat has a lot of gifts, and I admire her deep knowledge of operations.
z Take the leap of faith, Pat: take a chance, trust people, and see what happens. You'll be surprised by how 
much people can do if you show you believe in them.
z Trust your peers, Pat. We're on your side.
z I like working with Pat and think she adds a lot to our team.
Direct Reports
z I hope Pat isn't discouraged by this feedback. It may not all be positive, but if you can take it in, you'll be 
the stronger leader for it.
z Pat has a very bright future. If she can add on the strategic and people-skills pieces, she will be an 
extraordinary leader.
z Pat, you don't have to always know everything. We already know you know a lot!
z Just remember what you already know: treat people like you want to be treated. You already have our 
respect.
z You have helped me raise my game by challenging me. Thank you.
z I have a lot of respect for Pat. She knows more than I will ever know about this business.
z I think Pat is one of the best leaders in the company. Keep it up!
z Trust yourself, Pat. You know what you are doing.
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